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PREFACE

The purpose of this report is to present an analysis of the characteristics of farmers and farm production
for the most important types of farms as shown by data for the 1954 Census of Agriculture. The analysis
deals with the relative importance, pattern of resource use, some measures of efficiency, and problems of
adjustment and change for the principal types of farms.

The data given in the various chapters of this report have been derived largely from the special tabula-
tion of data for each type of farm, by economic class, for the 1954 Census of Agriculture. The detailed
statistics for each type of farm for the United States and the principal subregions appear in Part 8 of Volume
III of the reports for the 1954 Census of Agriculture.

This cooperative report was prepared under the direction of Ray Hurley, Chief of the Agriculture Divi-
sion of the Bureau of the Census, U. S. Department of Commerce, and Kenneth L. Bachman, Head, Produc-
tion, Income, and Costs Section, Production Economics Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Jackson V. McElveen, Agricultural Economist, Production, Income, and Costs Section, Production
Economics Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, super-
vised a large part of the detailed planning and analysis for the various chapters.
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UNITED STATES CENSUS OF AGRICULTURE: 1954

REPORTS

Volume I.—Counties and State Economic Areas. Statistics for counties include number of farms, acreage, value, and farm operators;

farms by color and tenure of operator; facilities and equipment; use of commercial fertilizer; farm labor; farm expenditures; livestock and

livestock products; specified crops harvested; farms classified by type of farm and by economic class; and value of products sold by source.

Data for State economic areas include farms and farm characteristics by tenure of operator, by type of farm, and by economic class.

Volume I is published in 33 parts.

Volume H.—General Report. Statistics by Subjects, United States Census of Agriculture, 1954. Summary data and analyses of

the data for States, for Geographic Divisions, and for the United States by subjects.

Volume III.—Special Reports

Part 1.—Multiple-Unit Operations. This report will be similar to

Part 2 of Volume V of the reports for the 1950 Census of Agri-

culture. It will present statistics for approximately 900

counties and State economic areas in 12 Southern States and

Missouri for the number and characteristics of multiple-unit

operations and farms in multiple units.

Part 2.—Ranking Agricultural Counties. This special report will

present statistics for selected items of inventory and agricul-

tural production for the leading counties in the United States.

Part 3.—Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, District of Columbia, and

U. S. Possessions. These areas were not included in the 1954

Census of Agriculture. The available current data from vari-

ous Government sources will be compiled and published in

this report.

Part 4.—Agriculture, 1954, a Graphic Summary. This report will

present graphically some of the significant facts regarding

agriculture and agricultural production as revealed by the 1954

Census of Agriculture.

Part 5.—Farm-Mortgage Debt. This will be a cooperative study

by the Agricultural Research Service of the U. S. Department

of Agriculture and the Bureau of the Census. It will present,

by States, data based on the 1954 Census of Agriculture and a

special mail survey conducted in January 1956, on the num-

ber of mortgaged farms, the amount of mortgage debt, and the

amount of debt held by principal lending agencies.

Part 6.—Irrigation in Humid Areas. This cooperative report by

the Agricultural Research Service of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture and the Bureau of the Census will present data ob-

tained by a mail survey of operators of irrigated farms in 28

States on the source of water, method of applying water, num-

ber of pumps used, acres of crops irrigated in 1954 and 1955,

the number of times each crop was irrigated, and the cost of

irrigation equipment and the irrigation system.

Part 7.—Popular Report of the 1954 Census of Agriculture. This

report is planned to be a general, easy-to-read publication for

the general public on the status and broad characteristics of

United States agriculture. It will seek to delineate such as-

pects of agriculture as the geographic distribution and dif-

ferences by size of farm for such items as farm acreage, princi-

pal crops, and important kinds of livestock, farm facilities,

farm equipment, use of fertilizer, soil conservation practices,

farm tenure, and farm income.

Part 8.—Size of Operation by Type of Farm. This will be a coop-

erative special report to be prepared in cooperation with the

Agricultural Research Service of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture. This report will contain data for 119 economic sub-

regions (essentially general type-of-farming areas) showing the

general characteristics for each type of farm by economic class.

It will provide data for a current analysis of the differences

that exist among groups of farms of the same type. It will

furnish statistical basis for a realistic examination of produc-

tion of such commodities as wheat, cotton, and dairy products

in connection with actual or proposed governmental policies

and programs.

Part 9.—Farmers and Farm Production in the United States.

The purpose of this report is to present an analysis of the

characteristics of farmers and farm production for the most

important types of farms as shown by data for the 1954 Census

of Agriculture. The analysis deals with the relative importance,

pattern of resource use, some measures of efficiency, and prob-

lems of adjustment and change for the principal types of farms.

The report was prepared in cooperation with the Agricultural

Research Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The list of chapters (published separately only) and title

for each chapter are as follows:

Chapter I

—

Wheal Producers and Wheat Production

II

—

Cotton Producers and Cotton Production

III

—

Tobacco and Peanut Producers and Production

IV

—

Poultry Producers and Poultry Production

V

—

Dairy Producers and Dairy Production

VI

—

Western Stock Ranches and Livestock Farms

VII

—

Cash-Grain and Livestock Producers in the Corn

Belt

VIII—Part-Time Farming

IX

—

Agricultural Producers and Production in the

United Stales—A General View

Part 10.—Use of Fertilizer and Lime. The purpose of this report

is to present in one publication most of the detailed data com-

piled for the 1954 Census of Agriculture regarding the use of

fertilizer and lime. The report presents data for counties,

State economic areas, and generalized type-of-farming areas

regarding the quantity used, acreage on which used, and

expenditures for fertilizer and lime. The Agricultural Research

Service cooperated with the Bureau of the Census in the prep-

aration of this report.

Part 11.—Farmers' Expenditures. This report presents detailed

data on expenditures for a large number of items used for farm

production in 1955, and on the living expenditures of farm

operators' families. The data were collected and compiled

cooperatively by the Agricultural Marketing Service of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of the Census.

Part 12.—Methods and Procedures. This report contains an

outline and a description of the methods and procedures used

in taking and compiling the 1954 Census of Agriculture.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose and scope.—American agriculture is exceedingly diverse

and is undergoing revolutionary changes. Farmers and their

families obtain their income by producing a large variety of

products under a large variety of conditions as well as from sources

other than farming. The organization of production, type of

farming, productivity, income, expenditures, size, and character-

istics of operators of the 4.8 million farms in the United States

vary greatly. Agriculture has been a dynamic, moving, adjusting

part of our economy. Basic changes in farming have been occurring

and will continue to be necessary. Adjustments brought by tech-

nological change, by changing consumer wants, by growth of

population, and by changes in the income of nonfarm people, have

been significant forces in changing agriculture since World War II.

The transition from war to an approximate peacetime situation

has also made it necessary to reduce the output of some farm

products. Some of the adjustments in agriculture have not pre-

sented relatively difficult problems as they could be made by the

transfer of resources from the production of one product to another.

Others require substantial shifts in resources and production.

Moreover, a considerable number of farm families, many of whom
are employed full time in agriculture, have relatively low incomes.

Most of these families operate farms that are small when compared
with farms that produce higher incomes. The acreage of land and
the amount of capital controlled by the operators of these small

farms are too small to provide a very high level of income. In

recent years, many farm families on these small farms have made
adjustments by leaving the farm to earn their incomes elsewhere,

by discontinuing their farm operations, and by earning more non-

farm income while remaining on the farm or on the place they

farmed formerly.

One objective of this report is to describe and analyze some of

the existing differences and recent adjustments in the major types

of farming and farm production. For important commodities and
groups of farms, the report aims to make available, largely from

the detailed data for the 1954 Census of Agriculture but in a more
concise form, facts regarding the size of farms, capital, labor, and
land resources on farms, amounts and sources of farm income and
expenditures, combinations of crop and livestock enterprises,

adjustment problems, operator characteristics, and variation in use

of resources and in size of farms by areas and for widely differing

production conditions. Those types of farms on which production

of surplus products is important have been emphasized. The
report will provide a factual basis for a better understanding of

the widespread differences among farms in regard to size, resources,

and income. It will also provide a basis for evaluating the effects

of existing and proposed farm programs on the production and
incomes of major types and classes of farms.

Income from nonfarm sources is important on a large number
of farms. About 1.4 million of the 4.8 million farm-operator

families, or about 3 in 10, obtain more income from off-farm sources

than from the sale of agricultural products. More than three-

fourths of a million farm operators live on small-scale part-time

farms and ordinarily are not dependent on farming as the main
source of family income. These part-time farmers have a quite

different relation to adjustments, changes, and farm problems

than do commercial farmers. A description of and facts regarding

these part-time farms and the importance of nonfarm income for

commercial farms are presented in Chapter 8.

Except for Chapter 8, this report deals with commercial farms

(see economic class of farm) . The analysis is limited to the major

types of agricultural production and deals primarily with geo-

graphic areas in which each of the major types of agricultural

production has substantial significance.

Source of data.—Most of the data presented in this report are

from special compilations made for the 1954 Census of Agriculture,

although pertinent data from research findings and surveys of the

U. S. Department of Agriculture, State Agricultural Colleges, and
other agencies have been used to supplement Census data. The
detailed Census data used for this report are contained in Part 8 of

Volume III of the reports of the 1954 Census of Agriculture.

Reference should be made to that report for detailed explanations

and definitions and statements regarding the characteristics and
reliability of the data.

Areas for which data are presented.—Data are presented in

this report primarily for selected economic subregions and for the

United States. The boundaries of the 119 subregions used for the

compilation of data on winch this report is based are indicated by

the map on page vi. These subregions represent primarily general

type-of-farming areas. Many of them extend into two or more

States. (For a more detailed description of economic subregions,

see the publication "Economic Subregions of the United States,

Series Census BAE; No. 19, published cooperatively by the Bureau

of the Census, and the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, July 1953.)

DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS

Definitions and explanations are given only for some of the more

important items. For more detailed definitions and explanations,

reference can be made to Part 8 of Volume III and to Volume II of

the reports of the 1954 Census of Agriculture.

A farm.—For the 1954 Census of Agriculture, places of 3 or

more acres were counted as farms if the annual value of agricultural

products, exclusive of home-garden products, amounted to $150

or more. The agricultural products could have been either for

home use or for sale. Places of less than 3 acres were counted as

farms only if the annual value of sales of agricultural products

amounted to $150 or more. Places for which the value of agricul-

tural products for 1954 was less than these minima because of crop

failure or other unusual conditions, and places operated at the time

of the Census for the first time were counted as farms if normally

they could be expected to produce these minimum quantities of

agricultural products.

All the land under the control of one person or partnership was

included as one farm. Control may have been through ownership,

or through lease, rental, or cropping arrangement.

Farm operator.—A "farm operator" is a person who operates

a farm, either performing the labor himself or directly supervising

it. He may be an owner, a hired manager, or a tenant, renter, or

sharecropper. If he rents land to others or has land cropped for

him by others, he is listed as the operator of only that land which

he retains. In the case of a partnership, only one partner was

included as the operator. The number of farm operators is con-

sidered the same as the number of farms.
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Farms reporting or operators reporting.— Figures for farms

reporting or operators reporting, based on a tabulation of all farms,

represent the number of farms, or farm operators, for which the

specified item was reported. For example, if there were 11,922

farms in a subregion and only 11,465 had chickens over 4 months

old on hand, the number of farms reporting chickens would be

11,465. The difference between the total number of farms and the

number of farms reporting an item represents the number of farms

not having that item, provided the inquiry was answered

completely for all farms.

Farms by type.—The classification of commercial farms by

type was made on the basis of the relationship of the value of

sales from a particular source, or sources, to the total value of all

farm products sold from the farm. In some cases, the type of

farm was determined on the basis of the sale of an individual farm

product, such as cotton, or on the basis of the sales of closely re-

lated products, such as dairy products. In other cases, the type

of farm was determined on the basis of sales of a broader group of

products, such as grain crops including corn, sorghums, all small

grains, field peas, field beans, cowpeas, and soybeans. In order to

be classified as a particular type, sales or anticipated sales of a

product or group of products had to represent 50 percent or more

of the total value of products sold.

The types of commercial farms for w-hich data are shown, to-

gether with the product or group of products on which the classi-

fication is based are:

Product or group of products amount-
ing to 50 percent or more of the

Type of farm value of all farm products sold

Cash-grain Corn, sorghum, small grains, field

peas, field beans, cowpeas, and
soybeans.

Cotton Cotton (lint and seed).

Other field-crop Peanuts, Irish potatoes, sweet-

potatoes, tobacco, sugarcane, sug-

ar beets for sugar, and other
miscellaneous crops.

Vegetable Vegetables.

Fruit-and-nut Berries and other small fruits, and
tree fruits, nuts, and grapes.

Dairv Milk and other dairy products.

The criterion of 50 percent of the

total sales was modified in the
ease of dairy farms. A farm for

which the value of sales of dairy

products represented less than 50
percent of the total value of farm
products sold was classified as a
dairy farm if

—

(a) Milk and other dairy prod-
ucts accounted for 30
percent or more of the
total value of products
sold, and

(o) Milk cows represented 50
percent or more of all

cows, and

(c) Sales of dairy products, to-

gether with the sales

of cattle and calves,

amounted to 50 percent
or more of the total

value of farm products

Poultry.

Livestock farms other
dairy and poultry.

Chickens, eggs, turkeys, and other

poultry products.

Cattle, calves, hogs, sheep, goats,

wool, and mohair, provided the

farm did not qualify as a dairy

farm.

Type of fa

Product or group of products amount-
ing to 50 percent or more of the

value of all farm products sold

Farms were classified as general
when the value of products from
one source or group of sources
did not represent as much as 50
percent of the total value of all

farm products sold. Separate
figures are given for three kinds
of general farms:

(a) Primarily crop.

(b) Primarily livestock.

(c) Crop and livestock.

Primarily crop farms are those for

which the sale of one of the
following crops or groups of

crops—vegetables, fruits and
nuts, cotton, cash grains, or other
field crops—did not amount to
50 percent or more of the value
of all farm products sold, but
for which the value of sales for

all these groups of crops repre-
sented 70 percent or more of the
value of all farm products sold.

Primarily livestock farms are those
which could not qualify as dairy
farms, poultry farms, or livestock
farms other than dairy and
poultry, but on which the sale

of livestock and poultry and
livestock and poultry products
amounted to 70 percent or more
of the value of all farm products
sold.

General crop and livestock farms are
those which could not be classi-

fied as either crop farms or live-

stock farms, but on which the
sale of all crops amounted to at
least 30 percent but less than 70
percent of the total value of all

farm products sold.

This group of farms includes those
that had 50 percent or more of

the total value of products ac-
counted for by sale of horticul-

tural products, or sale of horses,

or sale of forest products.

Farms by economic class.—A classification of farms by eco-

nomic class was made for the purpose of segregating groups of

farms that are somewhat alike in their characteristics and size of

operation. This classification was made in order to present an

accurate description of the farms in each class and in order to

provide basic data for an analysis of the organization of agriculture.

The classification of farms by economic class was made on the

basis of three factors; namely, total value of all farm products

sold, number of days the farm operator worked off the farm, and

the relationship of the income received from nonfarm sources by

the operator and members of his family to the value of all farm

products sold. Farms operated by institutions, experiment sta-

tions, grazing associations, and community projects were classified

as abnormal, regardless of any of the three factors.

For the purpose of determining the code for economic class and

type of farm, it was necessary to obtain the total value of farm

products sold as well as the value of some individual products

sold.

The total value of farm products sold was obtained by adding

the reported or estimated values for all products sold from the

farm. The value of livestock, livestock products except wool and

mohair, vegetables, nursery and greenhouse products, and forest

Miscellaneous.
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products was obtained by the enumerator from the farm operator

for each farm. The enumerator also obtained from the farm

operator the quantity sold for corn, sorghums, small grains, hays,

and small fruits. The value of sales for these crops was obtained

by multiplying the quantity sold by State average prices.

The quantity sold was estimated for all other farm products.

The entire quantity produced for wool, mohair, cotton, tobacco,

sugar beets for sugar, sugarcane for sugar, broomcorn, hops, and

mint for oil was estimated as sold. To obtain the value of each

product sold, the quantity sold was multiplied by State average

prices.

In making the classification of farms by economic class, farms

were grouped into two major groups, namely, commercial farms

and other farms. In general, all farms with a value of sales of

farm products amounting to $1,200 or more were classified as

commercial. Farms with a value of sales of $250 to $1,199 were

classified as commercial only if the farm operator worked off the

farm less than 100 days or if the income of the farm operator and

members of his family received from nonfarm sources was less than

the total value of all farm products sold.

Land in farms according to use.—Land in farms was classified

according to the use made of it in 1954. The classes of land

are mutually exclusive, i. e., each acre of land was included only

once even though it may have had more than one use during the

year.

The classes referred to in this report are as follows:

Cropland harvested.—This includes land from which crops
were harvested; land from which hay (including wild hay) was
cut; and land in small fruits, orchards, vineyards, nurseries, and
greenhouses. Land from which two or more crops were reported
as harvested was to be counted only once.

Cropland used only for pasture.—In the 1954 Census, the
enumerator's instructions stated that rotation pasture and all

other cropland that was used only for pasture were to be in-

cluded under this class. No further definition of cropland
pastured was given the farm operator or enumerator. Per-
manent open pasture may, therefore, have been included under
this item or under "other pasture," depending on whether the
enumerator or farm operator considered it as cropland.

Cropland not harvested and not pastured.—This item includes
idle cropland, land in soil-improvement crops only, land on
which all crops failed, land seeded to crops for harvest after
1954, and cultivated summer fallow.

In the Western States, this class was subdivided to show
separately the acres of cultivated summer fallow. In these
States, the acreage not in cultivated summer fallow represents
largely crop failure. There are very few counties in the West-
ern States in which there is a large acreage of idle cropland or
in which the growing of soil-improvement crops is an important
use of the land.

In the States other than the Western States, this general
class was subdivided to show separately the acres of idle crop-
land (not used for crops or for pasture in' 1954) . In these States,
the incidence of crop failure is usually low. It was expected
that the acreage figure that excluded idle land would reflect

the acreage in soil-improvement crops. However, the 1954
crop year was one of low rainfall in many Eastern and Southern
States and, therefore, in these areas the acreage of cropland not
harvested and not pastured includes more land on which all

crops failed than would usually be the case.

Cultivated summer fallow.—This item includes cropland
that was plowed and cultivated but left unseeded for several
months to control weeds and conserve moisture. No land
from which crops were harvested in 1954 was to be included
under this item.

Cropland, total.—This includes cropland harvested, cropland
used only for pasture, and cropland not harvested and not
pastured.

Land pastured, total.—This includes cropland used only for

pasture, woodland pastured, and other pasture (not cropland
and not woodland).
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Woodland, total.—This includes woodland pastured and
woodland not pastured.

Value of land and buildings.—The value to be reported was
the approximate amount for which the land and the buildings on

it would sell.

Off-farm work and other income.—Many farm operators receive

a part of their income from sources other than the sale of farm
products from their farms. The 1954 Agriculture Questionnaire

included several inquiries relating to work off the farm and non-

farm income. These inquiries called for the number of days

worked off the farm by the farm operator; whether other members
of the operator's family worked off the farm; and whether the

farm operator received income from other sources, such as sale

of products from land rented out, cash rent, boarders, old age

assistance, pensions, veterans' allowances, unemployment com-

pensation, interest, dividends, profits from nonfarm business,

and help from other members of the operator's family. Another

inquiry asked whether the income of the operator and his family

from off-farm work and other sources was greater than the total

value of all agricultural products sold from the farm in 1954.

Off-farm work was to include work at nonfarm jobs, businesses,

or professions, whether performed on the farm premises or else-

where; also, work on someone else's farm for pay or wages. Ex-

change work was not to be included.

Specified facilities and equipment.—Inquiries were made in

1954 to determine the presence or absence of selected items on

each place such as (1) telephone, (2) piped running water, (3)

electricity, (4) television set, (5) home freezer, (6) electric pig

brooder, (7) milking machine, and (8) power feed grinder. Such

facilities or equipment were to be counted even though tem-

porarily out of order. Piped running water was defined as water

piped from a pressure system or by gravity flow from a natural

or artificial source. The enumerator's instructions stated that

pig brooders were to include those heated by an electric heating

element, by an infrared or heat bulb, or by ordinary electric bulbs.

They could be homemade.

The number of selected types of other farm equipment was also

obtained for a sample of farms. The selected kinds of farm

equipment to be reported were (1) grain combines (for harvesting

and threshing grains or seeds in one operation)
; (2) cornpickers

;

(3) pickup balers (stationary ones not to be reported) ; (4) field

forage harvesters (for field chopping of silage and forage crops)

;

(5) motortrucks; (6) wheel tractors (other than garden); (7)

garden tractors; (8) crawler tractors (tracklaying, caterpillar)

;

(9) automobiles; and (10) artificial ponds, reservoirs, and earth

tanks.

Wheel tractors were to include homemade tractors but were not

to include implements having built-in power units such as self-

propelled combines, powered buck rakes, etc. Pickup and truck-

trailer combinations were to be reported as motortrucks. School

buses were not to be reported, and jeeps and station wagons were

to be included as motortrucks or automobiles, depending on

whether used for hauling farm products or supplies, or as passenger

vehicles.

Farm labor.—The farm-labor inquiries for 1954, called for the

number of persons doing farmwork or chores on the place during

a specified calendar week. Since starting dates of the 1954 enumer-

ation varied by areas or States, the calendar week to which the

farm-labor inquiries related varied also. The calendar week was

September 26-October 2 or October 24-30. States with the

September 26-October 2 calendar week were: Arizona, California,

Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky,

Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana,

Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico,
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New York, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Vermont,
Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. States with the October
24-30 calendar week were : Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, Georgia,

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, North
Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Virginia, and West Virginia.

Farmwork was to include any work, chores, or planning necessary

to the operation of the farm or ranch business. Housework,
contract construction work, and labor involved when equipment
was hired (custom work) were not to be included.

The farm-labor information was obtained in three parts:

(1) Operators working, (2) unpaid members of the operator's family

working, and (3) hired persons working. Operators were consid-

ered as working if they worked 1 or more hours; unpaid members
of the operator's family, if they worked 15 or more hours; and
hired persons, if they worked any time during the calendar week
specified. Instructions contained no specifications regarding age

of the persons working.

Regular and seasonal workers.-—Hired persons working on
the farm during the specified week were classed as "regular"
workers if the period of actual or expected employment was 150
days or more during the year, and as "seasonal" workers if the
period of actual or expected employment was less than 150 days.
If the period of expected employment was not reported, the
period of employment was estimated for the individual farm
after taking into account such items as the basis of payment,
wage rate, expenditures for labor in 1954, and the type and
other characteristics of the farm.

Specified farm expenditures.—The 1954 Census obtained data

for selected farm expense items in addition to those for fertilizer

and lime. The expenditures were to include the total specified

expenditures for the place whether made by landlord, tenant, or

both.

Expenditures for machine hire were to include any labor in-

cluded in the cost of such machine hire. Machine hire refers to

custom machine work such as tractor hire, threshing, combining,

silo filling, baling, ginning, plowing, and spraying. If part of the

farm products was given as pay for machine hire, the value of the

products traded for this service was to be included in the amount
of expenditures reported. The cost of trucking, freight, and

express was not to be included.

Expenditures for hired labor were to include only cash pay-

ments. Expenditures for housework, custom work, and contract

construction work were not to be included.

Expenditures for feed were to include the expenditures for

pasture, salt, condiments, concentrates, and mineral supplements,

as well as those for grain, hay, and mill feeds. Expenditures for

grinding and mixing feeds were also to be included. Payments
made by a tenant to his landlord for feed grown on the land rented

by the tenant were not to be included.

Expenditures for gasoline and other petroleum fuel and oil were

to include only those used for the farm business. Petroleum

products used for the farmer's automobile for pleasure or used

exclusively in the farm home for heating, cooking, and lighting

were not to be included.

Crops harvested.—The information on crops harvested refers

to the acreage and quantity harvested for the 1954 crop year. An
exception was made for land in fruit orchards and planted nut

trees. In this case, the acreage represents that in both bearing

and nonbearing trees and vines as of October and November 1954.

Hay.—The data for hay includes all kinds of hay except soy-

bean, cowpea, sorghum, and peanut hay.

Livestock and poultry.—The data on the number of livestock

and poultry represent the number on hand on the day of enumera-

tion (October-November 1954). The data relating to livestock

products and the number of livestock sold relate to the sales made
during the calendar year 1954.

LABOR RESOURCES

The data for labor resources available represent estimates based
largely on Census data and developed for the purpose of making
comparisons among farms of various size of operations. The
labor resources available are stated in terms of man-equivalents.

To obtain the man-equivalents the total number of farm opera-

tors as reported by the 1954 Census were adjusted for estimated
man-years of work off the farm and for the number of farm opera-

tors 65 years old and over. The farm operator was taken to rep-

resent a full man-equivalent of labor unless he was 65 years or

older or unless he worked at an off-farm job in 1954.

The man-equivalent estimated for farm operators reporting spec-

ified amounts of off-farm work were as follows:

Estimated
Days worked off the farm in 1954 man-equivalent

1-99 days 0.85
100-199 days . 50
200 days and over . 15

The man-equivalent for farm operators 65 years of age and older

was estimated at 0.5.

Man-equivalents of members of the farm operator's family were
based upon Census data obtained in response to the question

"How many members of your family did 15 or more hours of farm
work on this place the week of September 26-October 2 (or, in

some areas, the week of October 24-30) without receiving cash

wages?" Each family worker was considered as 0.5 man-equiva-
lent. This estimate provides allowance for the somewhat higher

incidence of women, children, and elderly persons in the unpaid
family labor force.

In addition, the number of unpaid family workers who were
reported as working 15 or more hours in the week of September
26-October 2 was adjusted to take account of seasonal changes in

farm employment. Using published and unpublished findings of

the U. S. Department of Agriculture and State Agricultural Col-

leges, and depending largely upon knowledge and experience with

the geographic areas and type of farming, each author deter-

mined the adjustment factor needed to correct the number of

family workers reported for the week of September 26-October 2

to an annual average basis.

Man-equivalents of hired workers are based entirely upon the

expenditure for cash wages and the average wage of permanent
hired laborers as reported in the 1954 Census of Agriculture.

Value of or investment in livestock.—Numbers of specified

livestock and poultry in each subregion were multiplied by a

weighted average value per head. The average values were com-
puted from data compiled for each kind of livestock for the 1954

Census of Agriculture. The total value does not include the value

of goats. (For a description of the method of obtaining the value

of livestock, see Chapter VI of Volume II of the reports for the

1954 Census of Agriculture.)

Value of investment in machinery and equipment.—The data

on value of investment in machinery and equipment were developed

for the purpose of making broad comparisons among types and
economic classes of farms and by subregions. Numbers of specified

machines on farms, as reported by the Census, were multiplied by
estimated average value per machine. Then the total values ob-

tained were adjusted upward to provide for the inclusion of items

of equipment not included in the Census inventory of farm

machinery.
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The estimates for average value of specified machines and the

proportion of total value of all machinery represented by the

value of these machines were based largely on published and un-

published data from the "Farm Costs and Returns" surveys con-

ducted currently by the Agricultural Research Service, U. S.

Department of Agriculture. 1 Modifications were made as needed

in the individual chapters on the basis of State and local studies.

The total estimated value of all machinery for all types and

economic classes of farms is approximately equal to the value of

all machinery as estimated by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Value of farm products sold, or gross sales.—Data on the

value of the various farm products sold were obtained for 1954 by

two methods. First, the values of livestock and livestock prod-

ucts sold, except wool and mohair; vegetables harvested for sale;

nursery and greenhouse products; and forest products were

obtained by asking each farm operator the value of sales. Second,

the values of all other farm products sold were computed. For the

most important crops, the quantity sold or to be sold was obtained

for each farm. The entire quantity harvested for cotton and

cottonseed, tobacco, sugar beets for sugar, hops, mint for oil, and

sugarcane for sugar was considered sold. The quantity of minor

crops sold was estimated. The value of sales for each crop was
computed by multiplying the quantity sold by State average

prices. In the case of wool and mohair, the value of sales was
computed by multiplying the quantity shorn or clipped by the

State average prices.

Gross sales include the value of all kinds of farm products sold.

The total does not include rental and benefit, soil conservation,

price adjustment, Sugar Act, and similar payments. The totsl

does include the value of the landlord's share of a crop removed
from a farm operated by a share tenant. In most of the tables,

detailed data are presented for only the more important sources

of gross sales and the total for the individual farm products

or sources will not equal the total as the values for the less impor-
tant sources or farm products have been omitted. (For a detailed

statement regarding the reliability and method of obtaining the

value of farm products sold, reference should be made to Chapter
IX of Volume II of the reports for the 1954 Census of Agriculture.)

Livestock and livestock products sold.—The value of sales for

livestock and livestock products includes the value of live animals
sold, dairy products sold, poultry and poultry products sold, and
the calculated value of wool and mohair. The value of bees,

honey, fur animals, goats, and goat milk is not included.

The value of dairy products includes the value of whole milk and
cream sold, but does not include the value of butter and cheese,

made on the farm, and sold. The value of poultry and products
includes the value of chickens, broilers, chicken eggs, turkeys,

turkey eggs, ducks, geese, and other miscellaneous poultry and
poultry products sold. The value does not include the value

of baby chicks sold.

Crops sold.—Vegetables sold includes the value of all vegetables

harvested for sale, but does not include the value of Irish potatoes

and sweetpotatoes.

The value of all crops sold includes the value of all crops sold

except forest products. The value of field crops sold includes the

value of sales of all crops sold except vegetables, small fruits and
berries, fruits, and nuts.

i Farm Costs am] Return-;, ia.'i5 (with comparisons*, Aericulture Information Bulletin No. 1SK, Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, June 1958.
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS AND PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES
A GENERAL VIEW

Jackson V. McElveen

MAJOR SECTORS IN;AGRICULTURE
One of the striking features of American agriculture is the

diversity of farming—the differences in crops and livestock grown
on farms in various areas, the wide range in size of farms, and the

contrast in the way farm resources are used.

In a Nation so vast in land area, there are wide variations in

topography, climate, and soils. The terrain varies from alluvial

reaches and flat coastal plains and prairies, to rolling hills, to

mountain valleys, and plateaus. Soil types differ in composition

and fertility and in their adaptability for crops and grasses.

Climatic conditions range from semitropical in the southernmost

parts of the country to cooler northern areas that have a growing

season of only a few months; and from the relatively heavy rainfall

of the East to some western regions where the rainfall can support
only the sparsest vegetation.

Along with growth and development of the Nation's economy,
basic changes have taken place that have created even greater

differences in economic environments. Some of these differences

have been due to shifts in concentrations of population and mar-
kets, to changes in consumer food habits, and to developments in

processing and transportation of farm products. Others relate

to technological improvements in farming that have increased

the total farm production while reducing the need for so many
farm workers.

Differences in farming over the United States are explainable

largely in terms of man's efforts in adapting himself to his environ-

ment. Each farmer makes the decisions of how to use the land,

labor, and capital resources at his disposal. His decisions are

made within the framework of his appraisal of his environment
and of the relative advantage of alternative courses of action.

Because the environment is constantly changing, the process is

never complete but one of continuous adjustment to changing
conditions in both farm and nonfarm sectors of the economy.

Changes that affect agriculture have been particularly rapid in

recent decades. Technological developments in farming have
brought about substantial increases in crop and livestock yields.

Substitution of tractors for workstock has meant that many
acres that were used previously to produce feed for workstock
are now devoted to production for human use. The result has

been a phenomenal increase in farm output.

Mechanization of farming has enabled a smaller farm labor

force to tend and harvest this larger farm output. The output
per man-hour of farm labor has increased by nearly 3 times since

1910. (See figure 1.) Farmers have been faced with the fact

that fewer people are required to produce the foods and fibers for

a growing population off the farms.

At the same time, growth and expansion of the economy has

provided increasing job opportunities in the nonfarm sector.

Many farm people, particularly farm youth, have left for other

occupations. The farm population has decreased by 10 million

since 1910 and now comprises only an eighth of the total popu-

lation in the United States. (See figure 2.)

FARM LABOR PRODUCTIVITY
% OF 1947-49

-
!

1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960

Figure 2.

Growth in the agricultural sector has been accompanied by
changes in the nature and purpose of individual farm units.

Production of many enterprises such as dairying and poultry

have Income more specialized. Many farmers have increased

the scope and efficiency of their farming through the application

of improved techniques. At the same time, the pull of oppor-
tunities elsewhere has persuaded others to reduce the size of their

farm businesses and to take up work in nearby towns and factories.

Now that electrification and farm-to-market roads have brought
city conveniences to all but the remote rural areas, many city

workers have moved to the country. Some of these rural residents

raise farm products for home use and incidental sales.
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Included in the rural farm population are many farm operators

and members of their families who work at other jobs and busi-

nesses. (See figure 3.) More than 2 million farm operators

reported working off their farms in 1950 and in 1954. Of greater

significance in respect to levels of off-farm work, is the number

of farm operators who worked off the farm 100 or more days.

This figure indicates that off-farm work provides a major source of

employment and income. Most of the farm operators in this

group worked off their farms 200 or more days. While the number
of operators working off their farms less than 100 days has de-

creased in recent years, those working off the farm 100 days or

more has increased in each part of the country.

Off-farm work of operators is a major indication of the increasing

importance of nonfarm sources of income to farm people. In

addition, many other members of the families—wives and chil-

dren—work at jobs removed from the farm. Moreover, many
farm people now receive annuities or money from investment funds

and savings as a result of the greater coverage of the population

in provisions for retirement and for social security, as well as

the general increase in income levels. The income to farm families

from nonfarm sources has grown steadily since the 1930's; in

1954 it accounted for nearly a third of the farm family income.

(See figure 4.)

NUMBER OF FARM OPERATORS WORKING OFF THEIR FARMS BY NUMBER OF DAYS
^WORKED, FOR UNITED STATES AND AREAS, 1930-1954

Figure

Since the total number of farms has been decreasing, the

proportion of operators working off farm 100 or more days has

increased more than the increase in the number alone would
indicate. The table below shows this proportion for the United
States and major geographic regions from Censuses of 1930 to

1954. For the United States this increase was from 12 percent of

the farms in 1930 to 28 percent in 1954. The increase has been
much more rapid in the South than in other regions—from 11

percent of the farms in 1930 to 30 percent in 1954.

Year
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Merging of farm and nonfarm sectors of our economy created

a zone in farming that is in contrast to commercial agriculture.

In this zone farming provides only supplementary income, and
farm-production plans are influenced by considerations that affect

employment in the nonfarm sector of the economy.

ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF FARMS

In delineation of major sectors in agriculture, a basic step is

the separation of the farms that are operated to provide the major

source of employment and income to the farm family from the

places that serve primarily as rural homes lor urban workers.

The economic classification of farms, developed by the Bureau

of the Census and the Department of Agriculture, separates farms

into two broad categories

—

commercial farms and other farms. The
basis for separation is the value of farm sales, the off-farm work,

and the other income of the operator family.

In the economic classification, all farms with a value of farm

products sold of $1,200 or more were considered commercial

farms. Indications are that most of the farms with farm sales

above this amount are operated to provide a major source of

farm-family income. In addition, farms with sales of $250 to

$1,199 were classified as commercial provided the farm operator

was not employed at an off-farm job as much as 100 days during

the year and provided the gross income from farm sales exceeded

other income of the family.

The category of other farms includes part-time, residential, and

abnormal farms. Residential farms are those having farm sales

of less than $250. On these, the size of business is small enough

to preclude the likelihood of their being operated to provide the

major source of income and employment for the operator family.

Part-time farms are those with farm sales of $250 to $1,199 but

whose operators work 100 or more days of the year at a nonfarm

job, or report that income received by the family from other

sources is greater than sales from the farm. Abnormal farms are

mainly public and private institutional farms, such as college,

prison, community, experiment station farms, and grazing asso-

ciations.

The separation of commercial farms from those that are part-

time and residential defines two distinct sectors within agriculture

with marked differences in economic interests. Commercial

farms are the going concerns in agriculture that produce virtually

all of the farm products for sale. The separation of this group

of farms for special study provides an improved basis for analysis

of production problems and gives greater form and meaning to

comparisons of income and of efficiency within agriculture and

between farm and nonfarm sectors of the economy.

Commercial and Noncommercial Farms

The other or noncommercial farms are numerous, accounting

for approximately a third of all farms in the United States in

1954. (See table below.)

Classification
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There is today a great public interest in the size structure of

farming. This is because of a real concern about the future of

family-type farms. These are farms on which the management
and most of the capital and labor are furnished by the operator

and members of his family. The apparent growth in the size of

farms and the reduction in the number of farms in recent years,

have made people wonder whether the family type of farm is

declining in importance as the major production unit in the

Nation's agriculture. As farming on a commercial scale today re-

quires large capital investments, a question is raised as to the

ability of farm families to compete in the adopt inn of new
techniques designed to increase efficiency and output.

Table 1.

—

Farms and Specified Farm Resources by Eco-
nomic Class of Commercial Farm, for the United States:

1954
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The information on farm sales was only for the year specified.

Many farms get a major part of their income from sales of two or

more of the commodities used in the criteria for determining type.

For these farms, classification by type in the particular year may
be influenced to some extent by chance factors, such as the price

relationships between commodities in the particular year and
abnormalities in crop yield or changes in livestock inventories.

In the classification by type of farm, no recognition is given to

products produced but not sold from the farm.

A measure of commodity specialization.—The separation of

commercial farms by type of farm identifies the major producers

of commodities or commodity groups. The criteria for determin-

ing type required that 50 percent or more of the farm income be

derived from a particular source. Most types represent a fairly

high degree of specialization among the producers classified. In

consideration of problems in the production of specific commodities,

this permits analysis of the farm organizations, efficiency and
income of the producers involved, as well as identification of the

areas of the country most affected. It makes possible a more
meaningful appraisal of public policies and of the probable effects

of alternative programs of assistance.

The number and proportions of the commercial farms by type

of farm are shown in the table below.

Type of farm
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Slightly more than 10 percent of the commercial farms were

classified as other field-crop farms in 1954. These farms are

heavily concentrated in the Appalachian and southeastern States

(see map below). Tobacco is the most important type-deter-

mining crop. Farms on which the sale of tobacco was the major

source of farm sales accounted for more than two-thirds of the

other field-crop farms in 1954. Burley and fire-cured tobacco

farms account for most of the other field-crop farms in Kentucky,

Tennessee, and western North Carolina. In the eastern Carolinas

and Virginia, flue-cured tobacco predominates, although peanuts

are grown along the coast of Virginia and North Carolina. The

concentration of other field-crop farms in Georgia and Alabama

represent primarily peanuts in Alabama and a mixture of peanuts

and tobacco in Georgia.

VV«^_ OTHER FIELD- CROP FARMS

Hr ^~~~~TT^^. NUMBER. 1954
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Poultry farms.—Sales of chickens and eggs from the home flock

is one of the most common sources of farm sales to farmers. In

few cases, are these sales large enough to comprise the 50 percent

of total sales of farm products needed to classify farms as poultry

farms. Of all commercial farms, slightly less than 5 percent were

poultry farms.

In general, poultry producers are most numerous in the north-

eastern quarter of the United States. (Sec map below.) In this

broad region, particular areas of concentration are shown in the

Delmarva Peninsula, New Jersey, southeastern Pennsylvania,

and the three southern New England States. In the southeastern

part of the United States, concentrations of poultry farms appear

in a few widely scattered localities. Particularly noticeable are

the places of broiler production in Georgia, North Carolina, and
the northwestern part of Arkansas. Poultry farms are relatively

scarce in the West except in the Pacific Coast States.

UMTED STATES TOTAL

154.257
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Miscellaneous farms.—This category includes relatively un-

important types as to number, such as forest-products farms, horse

farms, nurseries, and greenhouses. Taken together, these farms

accounted for only 1 percent of all commercial farms. The main

purpose in classifying miscellaneous farms was to exclude them

from the other types in order that the classification would be more

meaningful.

Type-of'Farming Areas

Any attempt to outline type-of-farming areas in the United

States must necessarily be very general. It is typical in some

regions that a particular type of farm predominates, but other

regions are characterized by a mixture of types, none of which

predominate numerically.

The accompanying map shows the type of farm that accounted

for 50 percent or more of the commercial farms in each county

for 1954. (See map below.) Mixed-farming counties are those in

which no single type comprised as much as half the commercial

farms.

On this basis, several major type-of-farming areas stand out:

The dairy areas of New England and the Lake States; the tobacco

areas of North Carolina and Kentucky; the cotton area which

covers most of the South as well as parts of Texas, New Mexico,

Arizona, and California; the livestock areas which predominate

in the West and extend into the Midwest; the cash-grain areas

of the Midwest, North Dakota, Kansas, and the Northwest; and

the fruit-and-nut areas of central California and the Florida

peninsula. In addition to these, there are many smaller areas

in which certain types of farms predominate.

But the mixed areas cover a greater geographic extent than

does any specific type. These usually border the more specialized

areas. In some instances they are transitional areas in which two

or more major types of farming merge. In this respect, it is

interesting to observe the mixed nature of farming in the Mid-

west, long known for its corn, hogs, and cattle feeding. With the

exception of livestock areas of Iowa and Missouri and the cash-

grain areas of Illinois and Indiana, this region appears as pre-

dominately a mixed-farming area. Production of feed grains and

feeding of livestock are interrelated to the extent that neither

enterprise predominates in most of this region.

In reviewing the type-of-farming area maps shown here, it must

be recalled that they are based upon numbers of farms having a

major source of income from a particular source. For this reason,

type-of-farming areas may not represent the major source of in-

come for the area. This would be true in cases in which relatively

small numbers of farms with large sales volumes were of basically

different types. In most situations a cash-grain or dairy area,

for example, will approximate the area outlined by the major

source of income.

TYPE-OF-FARMING AREAS, BASED ON TYPE ACCOUNTING FOR 50 PERCENT

OR MORE OF COMMERCIAL FARMS, 1954

LEGEND
TYPE-OF-FARMING AREA

Hsl CASH-GRAIN BSSS DAIRY

[~1 COTTON M POULTRY

PH OTHER FIELD-CROP I^H LIVESTOCK (OTHER THAN

L J VEGETABLE
«_„ LZA GENERAL (NO ONE TYPE
MS FRUIT-AND-NUT 50 pERCENT R
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TYPE OF FARM BY ECONOMIC CLASS

Substantial differences exist between types of farms in regard to

the proportions that fall into the various economic classes. The
number of each type of commercial farm by economic class is

shown in table 2.

Table 2.

—

Number of Farms in Each Type of Farm by EcO'

nomic Class, for the United States: 1954
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CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE OF COMMERCIAL FARMING
CHANGES AFFECT FARMERS DIFFERENTLY

Agriculture is confronted with many problems of production

and is undergoing basic adjustments. These problems, and the

kinds of adjustments that may be needed, vary considerably by

types and sizes of farms.

Changes that have affected agriculture have had different

impacts upon the several types and sizes of farms. This is true

for new developments in farm-production practices, changes in

demand, and prices of products, as well as for the more general

changes.

Improved techniques designed to increase yields and decrease

labor needs in farming have varied in their adaptability to different

crop and livestock enterprises and different sizes of farms. Differ-

ential rates of progress have been characteristic in the invention

of machinery to mechanize completely the production of the

major cash crops. Notable examples are the cash grains, which

for many years have been grown and harvested almost entirely

with machinery; and tobacco, which still requires a great deal

of hand labor, particularly at harvest. Mechanization has been

more feasible for farmers on larger acreage units and for those

with land that is fairly level and in sizable tracts. Because of

the high capital requirements, the financial and credit positions

of farmers have also been important factors bearing on the rate

of mechanization.

Farmers have not benefited equally even in the more simple

practices of increasing yields. The results from use of com-

mercial fertilizer, which have been so noticeable in humid eastern

areas, have not proven as effective in areas where rainfall is more

limited. Crop yields have been increased by using a wide variety

of improved plants and seeds, but only a few crops have had

such spectacular success as hybrid corn, which has affected the

farmers in the Corn Belt, primarily.

More general changes, that have originated in the economic

growth of the Nation, have also had different impact upon the

various sectors of agriculture. With increasing concentration

of population in cities, farmers have needed to produce the

products demanded by urban tastes and customs. Substitutions

of commodities have taken place. Consumers are buying less

of the starchy foods in the form of bread, flour, potatoes, and

rice, and are buying more meats, milk, eggs, and fresh vegetables.

Vegetable oils have increased in demand for both household and

industrial uses.

Rapid transportation and new processes for freezing foods have

changed the locational advantages of farmers. These develop-

ments have enabled some farmers who are far from population

centers to compete for what were formerly local markets. The
development and production of synthetic fibers, the decline in

foreign markets, and the competition of foreign agricultural

producers, each has a distinct impact upon the structure of

American agriculture.

Commercial farms have become fewer but they are much larger

when measured by either the volume of farm sales or the acres

of land in farms. The larger farms have become more numerous

and there are fewer small farms. At the same time, there have

been shifts in farming from one type to another. Along with

the reduction in the number of commercial farms, most types of

farms have decreased in actual number, but at different rates.

Some types have increased as a proportion of the commercial

farms. The changing structure is also reflected in adjustments

made in the composition and use of farm resources.

Changes in agriculture are gradual. Most of the comparisons

of changes, which follow, are based upon the Censuses of 1950

and 1954. The time period is too short to permit isolation

of long-run trends or to warrant conclusions regarding the implica-

tions of these changes. Some of the changes that have occurred

between 1950 and 1954 are thought to be illustrative of basic

and long-run adjustments that are being made. Others may
reflect only short-run variations that resulted from conditions

peculiar to one or the other years under consideration.

The Censuses of 1950 and 1954 are selected as the basis of these

comparisons because of the comparability of classifications used.

Both Censuses provide data on the characteristics of farms grouped

by economic class and by type of farm. The criteria used by
the two Censuses for determining economic class and type of

farm were identical. These classifications permit a more detailed

examination of changes in commercial agriculture than has been

possible previously.

CHANGES BY ECONOMIC CLASSES

Between 1950 and 1954 the number of commercial farms

decreased by 378,523, a decrease of approximately 10 percent.

The number of Class I farms increased by 30,833. This represents

an increase of more than a fourth in the number of these large

operations. As a proportion of the total commercial farms,

however, Class I farms comprised less than 3 percent in 1950 and

only 4 percent in 1954. (See table 5.)

Table 5.

—

Changes in Number and Percent Distribution of

Commercial Farms, by Economic Class, for the United

States: 1950 to 1954

Economic class of farm
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The average prices received by farmers for all farm products

sold were at approximately the same level in both 1949 and 1954.

The economic classifications based on farm sales in each of these

years are comparable in terms of the physical volume of farm

production represented. Changes in the number of farms by

economic class between 1950 and 1954 indicate the substantial

increase in farm production that took place. This alone would

have been sufficient to cause many farms to fall in larger economic

classes. But in addition, there was a reduction in the number
of farms and this land was incorporated in the remaining farms

giving them a larger acreage base. The shift to larger economic

classes was a combination of the increase in production per acre

and per animal unit and the larger acreage base per farm.

The increase in size of farm is a part of technological progress

in agriculture. The greater use of farm machinery enables a

smaller work force to tend more acres and more animal units and

to harvest a larger production. The increase in farm size does

not necessarily indicate a shift toward large-scale farms employing

large numbers of hired workers. In fact all indications are that

substantial growth took place on farms operated primarily with

family labor. Many of these farms acquired additional land in

order to utilize their machinery more efficiently.

SPECIALIZATION IN FARMING

Changing conditions have also had their impact upon the types

of farming—the commodities produced, the number of producers,

and the combination of farm enterprises. A question of current

interest relates to specialization in agriculture; more specifically,

whether or not recent developments have encouraged farmers to

specialize in one or more enterprises rather than produce several

different commodities in more diversified types of farming.

A conclusive answer to this question would require a more
detailed analysis than is given in this report. However, some
indication of probable trends may be drawn from changes in the

number and proportion of farms that produced one or more of

several major commodities during the 25-year period ending in

1954. These changes are shown in table 6.

The trend of the last 25 years indicates that most major com-

modities are now produced by fewer farms and by a smaller propor-

tion of the farms. This trend is much more pronounced in the

production of some commodities than others. In the case of

tobacco the trend is in the opposite direction.

In interpretation of these trends one must consider recent

developments in methods of production, marketing and processing,

changes in consumer demand, the time period under consideration,

and the types of Government programs in effect.

One of the major pressures for greater specialization in agricul-

ture has been the need for efficient utilization of machinery and
other capital equipment. Investments in farm machinery and in

improved housing and facilities for livestock and poultry have not

been profitable unless the enterprise was carried on in sufficient

volume. In order to gain the advantages from use of new tech-

nology, many farmers have found it necessary to concentrate on

one or a few enterprises rather than several.

The small change in the proportion of farms producing wheat
is owing largely to the time period. Mechanization in the produc-

tion of small grains was well underway prior to 1929. The changes

in production techniques of the last 25 years have not been so

important as those that occurred during the preceding two

decades. In contrast, mechanization of cotton production has

been a more recent occurrence. Its impact on the number and
proportion of farms producing cotton is apparent.

The increasing number and proportion of farms producing

tobacco are attributable to the lack of progress in developing

labor-saving equipment to perform certain crucial operations,

and the lack of more profitable alternatives to tobacco for many
farmers in the producing areas. Government programs—acreage

allotments and price supports—may have also contributed to

the trend.

The increase in the proportion of farms selling milk is in accord

with the greater consumption of fluid milk by a growing

population.

Production of broilers and eggs and of vegetables for sale show
noticeable trends toward greater specialization. The sale of eggs

and chickens from home flocks has been supplanted by modern
efficient highly specialized operations. This change reflects im-

provements in disease control, feeding and housing, and other

developments that enable fewer workers to care for a larger number
of birds. Along with developments in transportation and process-

ing, vegetable production, which used to be centered in environs

of most of the larger cities, has shifted to areas having other natural

advantages.

-Number and Proportion of Farms Having Production or Sales of Specified Commodities, for the United States by

Specified Years: 1929 to 1954
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CHANGES IN TYPE OF FARM

Between 1950 and 1954 there was a decrease in number of each

type of farm except cash-grain farms. (See table 7.) Cash-grain

farms increased by more than 100,000, or about a fourth. The
greatest reduction in absolute number occurred among dairy

farms and general farms, which decreased by about 150,000 each.

Among general farms, those classified as primarily livestock,

decreased by nearly half. Other livestock farms and cotton

farms, among the most numerous types nationally, decreased

by 111,000 and 84,000, respectively. Fruit-and-nut farms and
vegetable farms are specialized types that are not numerous
nationally. Fruit-and-nut farms remained about the same in

number while vegetable farms decreased by nearly a third.

Table 7-

—

Changes in Number and Percent Distribution
of Commercial Farms, by Type of Farm, for the United
States: 1950 to 1954

Type of farm
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Geographic changes in type and economic class.—The decline

in the number of the smaller economic classes of farms, the in-

crease in the larger classes, and the overall reduction in the total

number of commercial farms between 1950 and 1954, is but a

continuation of the trend in recent decades. The changes in the

number of farms by type and their size distribution, however, is

primarily useful in a description of the current 5-year period

rather than for use in plotting long-run trends or making future

projections. Changes in the number of farms by type as well

as by economic class include shifts from one type or class into

another.

The maps on the following pages show the geographic location

of the changes in economic classes and types of farms. These

maps show a fairly high degree of correlation in some areas

between decreases in some types and classes of farms and as-

sociated increases in other types and classes. Because of the

overall decline in the number of commercial farms, however, it

is not always possible to distinguish between the shifts between

classes and types and the complete disappearance of farms of

any given type and class.

The increase in cash-grain farms between 1950 and 1954 was

highly concentrated in the feed-grain sections of Indiana and

Ohio, southeastern Illinois, north-central Iowa, and south-central

Minnesota. In the wheat-producing areas further west, increases

in cash-grain farms occurred in central Kansas and other scattered

areas.

Increases also took place on the Delmarva Peninsula largely

because of an increased production of soybeans. For the most

part, increases in cash-grain farms in the wheat areas were com-

pensated by decreases in adjoining areas. The acreage in wheat

declined throughout the Plains. Even in Kansas, where increases

in cash-grain farms occurred, the acreage of wheat declined while

that of grain sorghums increased.

Increases in cash-grain farms are closely associated with de-

creases that occurred in general farms (primarily livestock and

primarily crop and livestock) and other livestock farms. The
increase in cash-grain farms in each of the midwestern and Plains

areas coincided with decreases in the number of livestock and

general farms. Furthermore, the increases in the former and
decreases in the latter types are of approximately the same magni-

tude.

The shift from livestock and general to cash-grain farms be-

tween 1950 and 1954 is due largely to changes in the relative prices

of grains and livestock. The prices farmers received for feed

grains were higher relative to livestock prices in 1949 than in 1954.

The table below shows the index of prices received by farmers for

feed grains and livestock for the years 1949 to 1954. In order to

show the relative change between 1949 and 1954, the index has

been computed with 1949 equal to 100.
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Dairy farms have a widespread distribution over the country.

In addition to the major dairy regions mentioned, there are

numerous smaller areas of concentration around many of the

larger population centers. Many of these so-called milksheds

show increases in the number of dairy farms whereas outside of

these special areas, the number has declined.

<kii-_ COTTON FARMS-INCREASE AND DECREASE
K# Tr-—^. 1N NUMBER. 1950-1954
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!U^_ ECONOMIC CLASS I FARMS* -INCREASE AND DECREASE
|^» i/^^T-p—-___ IN NUMBER. 19501954
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Table 9.

—

Changes in Number of Farms by Size and
Percent Distribution of Commercial Farms by Size, for

the United States: 1950 to 1954

Acreage size
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Change in acreage by type of farm.—Among most types of

farms there were fewer small farms (measured in acres) and more
of the larger ones. The exception was found among cash-grain

farms which was the only type to grow in number during the period

1950 to 1954. While the number of farms increased in each acre-

age-size group for cash-grain farms, there was a greater propor-

tionate increase in the smaller farms. This came from the shifts

to cash-grain of many midwesteru livestock and general farms,

Table 11.

—

Number and Percent Distribution, 1954, and
Change in Number of Farms, 1950 to 1954; by Size and
Type of Farm, for the United States

Item and type of farm

Number of farms:
Commercial farms ...

Cash-grain
Cotton-
Other field-crop

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry
Livestock other than
dairy and poultry..

General
Primarily crop
Primarily live-
stock

Cropand livestock

Miscellaneous

Percent distribution,
1954:

Commercial farms
Cash-grain
Cotton
Other field-crop

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry
Livestock other than
dairy and poultry

General
Primarily crop
Primarily live-

Crop and iivestock

Miscellaneous

Increase or decrease,
1950 to 1954:

Commercial farms
Cash-grain.
Cotton
Other field -crop
Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry
Livestock other than
dairy ami poultry .

General
Primarily crop ..

.

Primarily live-
stock

Cropandlivestuck
M iscellaneous

1954 as percent of 1950:
Commercial farms
Cash-grain
Cotton _

Other field-crop

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry
Livestock other than
dairy and poultry-

General
Primarily crop...
Primarily live-
stock

Cropand livestock
Miscellaneous

...17. '.'7

1

727. lli.'i

3C7, 733

32, 581

82, 096
.MS. 707

17,4. 27,1

i,3. I'.ir

71,3. s 13

717, (17,7

37s. 77::

1117, 7S7,

- M.N It

11. CSS

13.S34

337. sin

233. S'Jil

2(1. 1417.

53, 804
17,(1.317,

70, 2(111

311, MOT
7I.S3S

37, (IS3

II!, 427,

170, sin

97, :1m

74, 77,3

5,752

137.77,7

34, 2711

- 17, Ills

-2, 105

-582
-20,232
-3,851

-52, 192

-58, 341

II. I 14

22.1110

2,412

1S7, 7

,,3,1,33

13. 120

types that are typically smaller in acreage than the wheat farms
in the Plains and western areas.

Less than a tenth of the cash-grain farms have 500 or more
acres. (See table 11.) The number of cash-grain farms with
more than 500 acres increased by 15 percent. This increase, how-
ever, accounted for virtually all of the increase that took place in

commercial farms of 500 to 1,000 acres and nearly half of the in-

crease in farms of 1,000 acres and over.

Farms of less than 10 acres decreased for most types of farms
but increased substantially for cotton and other field-crop farms.

This increase was probably due to the reduction in acreage allot-

ments of cotton and tobacco. Many of these farms are operated

by croppers. A reduction in the allotment on a multiple-unit

operation, unless accompanied by a corresponding decrease in the

number of croppers, usually means that fewer acres of land are

assigned to each cropper. On other field-crop farms this was the

only acreage-size group that increased in number.

All of the net decrease in the number of commercial farms took

place among farms that had between 10 and 220 acres. Decreases

occurred in each type except cash-grain farms.

Farms of 500 acres or more increased in number for most types.

The exceptions are other field-crop, livestock, and general farms.

Two-thirds of the increase was among cash-grain farms. Sizable

increases also occurred for cotton, dairy, and other livestock farms.

To summarize, changes in the distribution of farms by type

and size show a trend toward increasing acreage in farms, for

most types. This is to be expected during a period in which
modern machinery has enabled a given labor force to handle a

greater acreage. Cash-grain farms appear to be an exception,

but this is mainly because of shifts to cash-grain from livestock

and general farms in the Midwest.

CHANGES IN FARM OPERATOR CHARACTERISTICS

Along with changes in types and sizes of farms, there have

been noticeable changes in the characteristics of the farm opera-

tors. These changes are shown for types and economic classes

of farms in table 12. The changes in operator characteristics are

interrelated with the shifts that have taken place between types,

economic classes, and acreage-size groups of farms as well as the

overall reduction in commercial farm numbers and the sub-

stantial migration from agriculture to nonfarm occupations. The
data are more adequate for describing the characteristics in each

year than for making precise estimates of changes in each partic-

ular type or economic class.

Age of operator.—By economic class of farm, the median age

of farm operators increased between 1950 and 1954 for all except

Class I and Class II farms. On Class VI farms (which decreased

in number by 236,000), the median age increased from 53 to 58

years.

These changes reflect the movement of young men out of agri-

culture to part-time or full-time nonfarm jobs and fewer young

men taking up farming on the smaller farms. The incomes

from these smaller farms probably do not compare favorably

with earnings from wages and salaries in nonfarm occupations.

The decrease in median age for Class I farms (along with an

identical age on Class II farms) indicates that some of the younger

farmers have taken advantage of opportunities for increasing

their volume of farm sales.

By type of farm, the median age of operators increased for

each type except poultry farms. As each type of farm has a

large proportion of the farms in the smaller economic classes, the

effect of decreasing age among Class I and II farmers does not

become apparent. Decreasing age among poultry farmers is

related to the increasing specialization in broiler and egg produc-

tion. It is probable that many younger farmers, having small

acreage, have reorganized the farms for specialized poultry

production.
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-Specified Farms and Farm-Operator Characteristics, by Type and by Economic Class for Commercial Farms, for

the United States: 1950 and 1954
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CHANGES IN FARM RESOURCES

Tractors on farms.—Mechanization of farms continued between

1950 and 1954. Whereas 58 percent of the commercial farms

reported a tractor (excluding garden tractors) in 1950, the pro-

portion had increased to 71 percent in 1954. Approximately 90

percent or more of Economic Classes I, II, and III reported

tractors. On the smaller economic classes, fewer farms have a

tractor. The proportion of the smaller farms reporting a tractor,

however, increased substantially between 1950 and 1954.

Increasing mechanization (as indicated by tractor numbers)

took place for all types of farms. The increase was less for cash-

grain farms than for other types because these farms were already

highly mechanized. More than 90 percent reported a tractor in

1954. In general, the greatest rate of increase was among types

that are comparatively low in the proportion of farms reporting

tractors, such as cotton and other field-crop farms.

Noticeable also, between 1950 and 1954, was the sharp increase

in the number of farms that depend upon tractors alone as a

source of work power. The proportion of all commercial farms

that reported a tractor and no workstock increased from 27

percent to 45 percent. The trend toward complete dependency

on tractors as a source of work power is evident on each economic

class and each type of farm. "Horseless farming" is more common,
however, to Economic Classes II and III and among cash-grain,

fruit-and-nut, vegetable, dairy, and general farms.

land resources and market output.—Between 1949 and 1954,

the value of farm products sold by commercial farmers increased by

12 percent (see table 13). This increase was accomplished on

approximately the same land acreage in farms. The total land in

commercial farms increased by only 1 percent. There was a slight

decrease in the land that was in harvested crops and an increase

in the land that was pastured. More of the land was irrigated,

an increase of 16 percent. Irrigated land, however, accounted

for only 3 percent of the total land in farms. In 1954, farmers

valued their farmland and buildings 29 percent higher than in 1950.

The larger economic classes of farms accounted for an increasing

amount of land resources and of market sales. The value of farm

products sold was a third greater for Class I farms and a fifth

greater for Class II farms. On Class I farms, the land in har-

vested crops was a fifth greater. This increase in harvested crop-

land among Class I farms was due largely to the greater number of

cash-grain farms that were included in Class I in 1954. The acre-

age of land pastured on Class I farms did not change, but the

acreage of land irrigated increased by nearly two-fifths.

The greatest increase in total land was among Class II farms,

an increase of 12 percent. Among farms in this class, the cropland

harvested, land pastured, and land irrigated each increased by

more than 10 percent. The land pastured increased on the smaller

economic classes of farms whereas there were decreases in both

total land and land in harvested crops. The value of farm products

sold was approximately the same for Economic Class III and

decreased on Classes IV, V, and VI.

By type of farm, there was an increasing concentration of land

resources and market sales on cash-grain farms. The value of

farm products sold on cash-grain farms increased by more than

two-fifths. The land in farms and the harvested cropland increased

substantially, but the greatest change was in land pastured—an

increase of a fourth in acreage. This increase was influenced by

the shift into the cash-grain category of many farms classified

in 1950 as livestock and general. A higher proportion of the

cash-grain farms in 1954 were in the Midwest. These farms have

a larger proportion of the land in pasture than the cash-grain

farms in the Plains area farther west. There was a decrease of

nearly half in the land resources contained in general livestock

farms between 1950 and 1954.

By far the greatest increase in land irrigated was on cotton

farms—an increase of 60 percent. This came about mostly in

the western cotton-producing areas.

Table 13.

—

Specified Farm Resources, Percent 1954 is of 1950,
by Economic Class and by Type of Farm, for the United
States

Economic class and type
of farm
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPE OF FARM BY ECONOMIC CLASS

The structure of farming today reflects the changes that have

affected farmers so differently. Close attention to this structure

is basic to an understanding of the problems confronting farmers

and of the adjustments that are needed in a changing Nation.

Farm Operator Characteristics

Color and tenure of operator.—In 1954, 71 percent of the

operators of commercial farms were owners, part owners, or man-

agers. (See table 14.) This was an increase from 69 percent in

Table 14.

—

Proportion of Farms Operated by Owners,
Part-Owners, and Managers, and Croppers, and by

White and Nonwhite Operators, for Each Type of Farm
by Economic Class, for the United States: 1954
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Residence of farm operators.—Most farm families live on the

farm they operate. In 1954, only 6 percent of all commercial

farm operators reported that they did not live on the farm (see

table 16). The highest proportions of nonresident operators were

on fruit-and-nut farms (15 percent), vegetable farms (12 percent),

and cash-grain farms (11 percent;. The lowest proportions of

nonresident operators were on dairy, poultry, and general farms.

Table 16.

—

Percent of Nonresident Operators for Type of

Farm by Economic Class, for the United States: 1954
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Man-Equivalents of Labor Used

For the purpose of showing the amount of farm labor used on

commercial farms, all labor was converted to a man-equivalent

basis. This was necessary in order that meaningful comparisons

might be made between the different types and sizes of farms.

Getting an estimate of the labor used is more difficult in agri-

culture than for most other industries. Farming, generally, is

highly seasonal. Certain farming operations performed during

the year, such as cultivating and harvesting, usually require more

labor than is needed for the remainder of the year.

The seasonal needs for labor in farming vary between different

types of farms and between farms in different geographic locations.

Therefore, data on the number of workers, if based on any given

week, are likely to be less representative of the annual average

on some farms than on others. Many wives and children of farm-

ers work part time at field work and chores. The farmer himself

frequently does not work full time on the farm hut may have a

nonfarm job or business.

For these reasons, the total farm labor used was estimated in

man-equivalents from use of other data obtained by the Census.

As used in this report, a man-equivalent of labor is a relative

measure of employment. The estimates are designed primarily

toward the objective of securing rough comparability in the

amount of labor used between types and sizes of farms. A man-

equivalent, as used here, represents approximately a man-year

of farm work, but no attempt is made to specify the exact number
of days or hours represented.

Operator labor.—The farm operator was considered to be equal

to 1 man-equivalent of farm labor unless he worked off the farm

or was 65 years of age or older. Farm operators who worked

off the farm 1 to 99 days were estimated at 0.85, those working

off the farm 100 to 199 days at 0.5 and those working off the farm

200 or more days at 0.15 man-equivalents of labor. A reduction

of 0.5 man-equivalents was made for each operator who was 65

years or older.

As estimated in this report, farm-operator labor per farm is a

fairly constant factor in the labor force. For most types of

farms his labor amounted to between 0.7 and 0.8 man-equivalents

(see table 20). Operator labor on cotton and other field-crop

farms was slightly higher and on fruit-and-nut farms and poultry

farms was slightly lower than this range.

By economic class of farm, operator labor tended to be higher

on Class I farms for most types and decreased with decreasing

size of farm. For each type of farm, however, operator labor per

farm was higher on Class VI than on Class V farms. This is

because Class VI farms, by definition, had no operators who
worked off the farm as much as 100 days. The relatively small

amount of operator labor on Class VI farms is due to the higher

proportion of operators who were 65 years or older.

Unpaid family labor.—The number of family members who were

reported working 15 or more hours without pay during the specified

calendar week (September 26-Oetober 2 or October 24r-30, de-

pending on the date of enumeration) were estimated at 0.5 man-
equivalents each. This reduction was made in recognition of the

higher composition of children and elderly persons in the unpaid

family labor force. Individually, these are not usually considered

t he equivalent of an able-bodied adult worker.

Unpaid family labor, as estimated, amounted only from one-fourth

to one-half as much as the operator labor. The larger economic
classes of farms naturally had the most operator labor. Unpaid
family labor was most important on the intermediate sizes (Classes

II, III, and IV); it ranged from one-third to one-half man-equiv-

alents on most types. Highest in use of unpaid family labor

were cotton, other field-crop, dairy, and general livestock farms.

The lowest were fruit-and-nut, cash-grain, and other livestock

farms.

Table 20.

—

Average Man-Equivalents of Labor Used on
Each Type of Farm by Economic Class, for the United
States: 1954

Type of farm
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Hired labor.—Man-equivalents of hired labor were computed

by dividing the expenditure for hired labor by the annual cash

wage reported for regular hired workers for each type of farm.

Hired labor is relatively unimportant in commercial farming

as a whole. The man-equivalents of hired labor per farm totaled

about 0.3 man-equivalent per farm in 1954. Only on vegetable,

fruit-and-nut, and general crop farms, did hired labor exceed

this amount. However, hired labor is of considerable importance

on the larger economic classes of farms. The average for Class

I farms of all types was more than 4 man-equivalents per farm in

1954. The average vegetable farm in Class I hired the equivalent

of 17 full-time workers that year. Eight man-equivalents of

hired labor were used on Class I fruit-and-nut farms and 7 man-
equivalents on Class I cotton and other field-crop, and general

crop farms. In contrast, Class I cash-grain and poultry farms

used less than 2 man-equivalents of hired labor per farm.

Hired labor comprises a very small part of the farm labor force

on farms in the smaller economic classes. For economic classes

smaller than Class I it was less important than family labor on

all types, with the exception of Class II cotton, vegetable, and

fruit-and-nut farms. The use of hired labor decreases with

decreasing size of farm for all types.

Cash Wages Paid

The land and labor resources and the value of investment for

types of farms classified by economic class is useful as a measure

of overall distribution of resources of production. When these

resources are taken together there is a close association between

the amount and value of resources and the value of farm products

sold.

Both the value of investment and the value of farm products

are frequently used as measures of farm size. In the purely

physical sense they appear to represent fairly adequate measures.

But interest in farm size also stems from concern over the human
factor in farming. As farms increase in size, measured by business

volume, there is a tendency for the farming to involve more work

than can be handled by the farm family, and for hired labor to

become an increasingly important element in the day-to-day

operations. Many persons have taken the increases in size of

farm to mean a trend toward large-scale farms and a corresponding

increase in the use of hired labor in agriculture.

Since the economic classification has, as its largest size group-

ing, farms that had sales of farm products valued at $25,000 or

more, there is a tendency for these to be treated as representing

large-scale operations employing much hired labor. Actually,

many of these farms do employ a great deal of hired work. On
many others the work is done primarily by members of the family.

Furthermore, there is considerable variation by type of farm

among Class I farms in the amount of hired labor employed.

Table 21 and table 22 show the number and proportion of

farms reporting specified amounts paid for hired labor for types

of farms by economic class. Even among Class I farms, only

two-fifths reported an expenditure of $5,000 or more. An expend-

iture of $5,000 would probably represent the hiring of 2 to 3

full-time workers at current wage rates for hired labor.

By type of farm, Class I farms show striking differences in the

proportion that paid $5,000 or more for hired labor. Only a fifth

of the Class I cash-grain farms hired this amount of farm labor,

reflecting the outstanding progress that has been made in mech-

anization of the entire farming operation of the cash-grains. In

contrast, other types of farming having a major source of income

from crops use much more hired labor in producing $25,000 or

more of farm products for sale. On cotton, other field-crop, and
fruit-and-nut farms, two-thirds to three-fourths, and on vegetable

farms nearly 90 percent, of the Class I farms had $5,000 or more
expended for hired work. On these types of farms much labor is

needed because many of the peak harvest operations are not com-

pletely mechanized. Much of the labor hired on these farms is

Livestock and poultry production is associated with relatively

small use of hired labor, relative to sales. Even on Class I farms

only a fifth of the poultry and a fourth of the livestock farms had

a labor expenditure of $5,000 or more. About half of the dairy

farmers in Class I reported an expenditure of $5,000 or more.

Dairy and poultry farms characteristically buy large quantities

of feed. Many livestock farmers, particularly those engaged in

cattle and hog fattening, have high expenditures for purchases

of feeder cattle and pigs. On these types of farms a smaller

proportion of the gross sales is net than for most specialized crop

farms.

Farms with expenditures for hired labor of $5,000 or more are

not restricted to Class I farms, however. More than a fourth of

the farms employing this much hired work were classified as

Class II. A fairly high proportion of Class II cotton, other field-

crop, vegetable, and fruit-and-nut farms, reported hiring this

much farm labor.

On the smaller economic classes of farms (those with sales of

farm products valued at less than $10,000) few farms of any type

reported as much as $5,000 expended for hired labor.

Table 21.

—

Percentage of Farms Reporting $5,000 or More
Cash Wages Paid, for Each Type of Commercial Farm, by

Economic Class, for the United States: 1954
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Table 22.- -Percentage Distribution of Commercial Farms in Each Type, by Economic Class of Farm, i

for Hired Labor, for the United States: 1954

Amount of Expenditure
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Table 23.

—

Class of Work Power: Percentage Distribution of Farms
United States: 1954

FARMERS AND FARM PRODUCTION

Type and by Specified Economic Classes, for the
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Table 24.

—

Percent Distribution of Total Land for Each
Economic Class, by Type of Farm, for the United States:

1954

Typo of farm
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The average acreage per farm, however, tends to conceal the

extreme variations in acreage that exist within each economic

class. Table 27 shows the frequency distribution of the number

of farms grouped by acreage size for each type of farm by economic

class. Although the average acreage of land for Class I farms was

more than 1,000 acres for cash-grain, cotton, livestock, general

crop, and general crop and livestock farms, most of the farms are

considerably smaller. More than half of the Class I farms in

each of these types have from 220 to 999 acres. A majority of

Class I vegetable and fruit-and-nut farms have less than 220

acres, and more than half of the Class I poultry farms have less

than 100 acres. Half of the Class I farms of under 10 acres were

poultry farms in 1954. Nearly half of the Class I farms of 1,000

or more acres were livestock farms and almost a third were cash-

grain farms.

Among farms in the median range in value of products sold

(Classes II, III, and IV), certain acreage-size groups tend to pre-

dominate. Most of the cash-grain, livestock, and general farms

in Classes II, III, and IV, are in the groups between 100 and 500

acres. Cotton and other field-crop farms are heavily concentrated

in the acreage-size groups between 10 and 220 acres. Over half

of the dairy farms fall in the size group between 100 and 220 acres,

while a majority of poultry and fruit-and-nut farms have less than

50 acres.

A higher proportion of Economic Classes V and VI are in the

smaller acreage groups for each type of farm. However, the

relationship between acreage and value of sales is not so direct as

might be expected. For each type of farm, except cash-grain

farms, the modal acreage-size group (the one containing the largest

number of farms) is the same for Class V and VI farms as for

Classes II, III, and IV. This indicates the wide variation in the

quality of land and the proportion that is suitable for growing

crops and grasses even among farms of basically the same type of

farming. It is also related to differences in the extent to which

these groups of farmers have taken advantage of new techniques

that are aimed to increase yields per crop acre and per animal

unit.

Table 27.—Number of Farms in Specified Acreage-Size Groups for Each Type of Commerical Farm by Economic Ci

United States: 1954

Number of farms by type

Kcunnloie class Oct acreage si/. other
field-

crop

Live-
stock
other

dairy or
poultry

Primarily
Pl j'™'ily V '"'.

'„

:"ul

cr°P stock stock

All classes.
Under 10 acres
10 to 49 acres
50 to 99 acres

3, 327,

145. 400
022. 021

525,403
20. 10-1

230, 11'.

(i i r., ;)'.)'.

307.7.;.:

31.721
143,547
1.10,270

37,057
11,200
li, 837

4,184

100 to 219 acres..

220 to 499 acres..

500 to 999 acres.

Class I...
Under lo acres

10 to 49 acres.

50 to 99 acres .

44, 144

13,120

6, 895

13, 137

2, 102

3. 202

2,010

2,805

3,784

1,01)0 acres and over.

100 to 219 acres.

220 to 499 acres.

600 to 999 acres.

1,000 acres and

Classes V and VI.
Under 10 acre:

10 to 49 acres.

50 to 99 acres

.

19. 127

40, 1110

21.MI7

41, 451

225, 573
270,510

133. O00

153,251
53, 704

5. 5V.I

4,503
3, 570

50, 310

2\ S03

7,479
2,144

1 5, 05S

710
6,891

3, 7S5

48, 573
1,000

21'., 075

9, 131

22. Ms
6,515
11.005
2,871

5S0.270

1,104
15, 474
07,001

84.741
20,330
21,501
17, '240

61, 701
IS. 3H0

11,520

18.4S3

0, 04!'.

3,265
1,536

14,003
2,000

2, 382

2,271

loo to 210 acres
220 t.. too acres
500 to 009 acres
1,000 acres and over..

70, 100

44, 701

11, 400

8, 273
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Cropland Harvested

About 322 million acres were in harvested crops in 1954. This

was slightly less than a third of the total land in farms. The

proportion of the land that was in harvested crops varied among

types of farms and between economic classes within each type

(see table 28). Approximately half or more of the total land was

in harvested crops on cash-grain, cotton, vegetable, and general

farms. Between a third and two-fifths of the land in other field-

crop, fruit-and-nut, and dairy farms, was harvested cropland

—

only a fourth of the land in poultry farms and 15 percent of the

land in livestock farms.

Table 28.

—

Cropland Harvested As A Percent of Total
Land in Farms for Each type of Farm, by Economic Class

of Farm, for the United States: 1954

Type of farm
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Value of Land and Buildings

Differences in the land—its quality, productiveness, and loca-

tion, the proportion suitable for crops, and the improvements made
to the land—are reflected in the average values per acre. Table 32

shows the average value of land and buildings per acre for each

type of farm by economic class. The liighest value per acre for

any type of farm is for fruit-and-nut farms. This is true when
comparison is made within each economic class. Relatively high

values per acre are also shown for vegetable farms and poultry

farms.

Table 32.

—

Average Value per Acre of Land and Buildings

for Each Type of Commercial Farm, by Economic Class,

for the United States: 1954

All commercial farms.
Cash-grain
Cotton...
Other field-crop

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry
Livestock other than dairy
poultry

General:
Primarily crop
Primarily livestock

Crop and livestock
Miscellaneous

!:<•_'. 2S

105.34
174. T2

n:i :,

in; :.v

96.58
I I 2 lis

Kcononiic class of farm

73.30
108.96
175. 10
r-u mi
2V9. 05

:«2. 21

194.23
210.45

17:;. v.i

122.12
117.54
171.21

-.11 111

134.52
i:u '.i7

I'.i:, iv

107. 26
167. 77

84.46
73.54
88.76

176. 61

412 71

70.93
li'.l 79

2i;o r,r,

61.60
118.95

51.23

On fruit-and-nut farms the land value reflects the substantial

investment in orchards, vineyards, and planted nut trees. Both
fruit-and-nut and vegetable farms are highly specialized types

which require fairly exacting soil and climatic conditions. Many
are in areas that have access to irrigation and irrigation facilities.

Water rights tend to be reflected in land values. Many vegetable

farms are in low-lying tracts that have been reclaimed and drained

at considerable expense per acre. Poultry farms reflect the large

investment in buildings, to house and care for laying hens and
broilers, associated with a relatively small acreage.

The lowest values per acre are found on livestock farms. These

values are influenced by the large number of cattle ranches in

semiarid western regions which have large acreages with a low

carrying capacity per animal unit.

Values per acre tend to decrease with decreasing size as measured

by gross sales. The exception is noticeable among Class I farms.

For about half of the types, the values per acre on Class II farms

exceed those on Class I farms.

The distribution of the value of land and buildings among types

of farms is more nearly equal than the distribution by economic

class, for there is a tendency for types of farms with smaller

acreage requirements to have land of higher value (see table 33).

But within each type of farm a greater concentration of value

than of acreage is shown for the larger economic classes.

The average value of land and buildings per commercial farm

was greatest on cash-grain and fruit-and-nut farms and lowest on

cotton, other field-crop, and poultry farms (see table 34). On
each type of farm the average value of land and buildings per farm

increases directly with increasing size of farm as measured by gross

sales. The range of value is from less than $10,000 per farm on

Class VI farms to more than $100,000 per farm on Class I farms.

But among farms in each economic class there are considerable

differences in value.

Table 33.

—

Percent Distribution of Value of Land and Buildings by Type
Farms, for the United States: 1954

^nd Economic Class of Commercial
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-Average Value of Investment in Land and Buildings, Livestock Inventory, Machinery, and Total Invest'

ment for Each Type of Commercial Farm, by Economic Class, for the United States: 1954

and type, of farm

nd buildings per farm:
commercial farms
< 'asli-cnnu
Cotton
Other iii'ld-CTOp

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry
Livestock other than dairy and poult

r

General:
Primarily erop
Primarily livestock.

Crop and livestock.,

M isoellai is

All commercial I

Cash-grain.
Cotton
Other field-crop..

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry...
Livestock other than dairy and poultry.

General:
Primarily crop
Primarily hvestoek
Crop and livestock.

Miscellaneous .

All commercial (arms.
Cash-grain.
Cotton...
Other field-crop.

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy
Poultry
Livestock other than dairy and poultr.

Primarily crop
Primarily livestock.
Crop and livestock

.

Miscellaneous

Total investment per farm

:

All commercial farms
Cash-grain.
Cotton.
Other field-crop
Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut
Dairy.
Poultry
Livestock other tha dairy and poultry.

General:
Primarily crop
Primardy livestock
Crop and livestock .

Miscellaneous

Total investment per farm:
All commercial farms

Cash-grain.
Cotton ,

Other field-crop

Vegetable

Fruit-and-nut

Poultr"7-l---- ------------------ -----
Livestock other than dairy and poultry

General:
Primarily crop
Primarily livestock
Crop and livestock

Miscellaneous

Kcooomic class of faun

.1*
I
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Value of Livestock

The value of livestock on farms was ascertained by multiplying

the numbers of each kind of livestock and poultry by the average

values per head. Except for regional differentials in values per

head, the computed values assume equal value per head among
livestock and poultry for each type and class of farm.

The value of livestock per farm is much greater on those types

with a major source of income from sales of livestock and livestock

products. Livestock were valued at more than $7,000 on other

livestock farms and at more than $3,000 on dairy, general livestock,

and general crop and livestock farms. A relatively small invest-

ment in livestock is shown for types of farms that have a major

source of sales from crops.

Estimated Value of Machinery

To give a more complete picture of the total investment on
farms, the value of machinery was estimated for each type and
economic class. The total value of machinery and equipment on

farms for the United States (as estimated by the Agricultural

Marketing Service and the Agricultural Research Service, U. S.

Department of Agriculture) was used as an overall guide. The
U. S. Department of Agriculture estimated the value of machinery

and equipment on farms at $15.9 billion in 1954, of which $3.7

billion was in automobiles, $1.9 billion in motortrucks, $3.2 billion

in tractors, and $7.2 billion in other machinery and equipment.

This value was distributed among types and economic classes of

farms on the basis of numbers of automobiles, trucks, tractors,

and other specified items of machinery reported by the 1954

Census of Agriculture.

Each item of farm equipment reported by the Census was as-

signed a weighting factor equivalent to its average new retail price.

These factors were adjusted to reflect differences in age of machines

on the basis of age differentials reported for automobiles, trucks,

and tractors, by economic class in the Census of 1950. The ad-

justment made for age of machine is shown below. The age

differential for tractors was applied to the weighting factor for

each item of tractor equipment.

Economic class
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Total Value of Investment

Total values of farm investment are always of interest. When
the investment in land and buildings, livestock, and machinery

are combined, the total investment per commercial farm was
nearly $33,000 in 1954. Highest investment per commercial

farm is shown for cash-grain, fruit-and-nut, and livestock farms,

Table 35.

—

Percentage of Total Investment by Source for

Each Type of Commercial Farm, by Economic Class, for

the United States: 1954
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Table 36.

—

Percent Distribution of Total Investment by

Economic Class and by Type of Farm, for the United

States: 1954
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Gross Sales Per Acre

The value of farm products sold per acre of total land in farms

is shown for types and economic classes of farms in table 39. For

commercial farms as a group, the sales per acre averaged $24 in

1954. The average for all commercial farms is weighted heavily

by cash-grain and other livestock farms. Many of these farms

are located in semiarid western regions where production per acre

is relatively low. The average sale per acre was $12 for livestock

farms and $22 for cash-grain farms in 1954.

Gross sales per acre were highest on vegetable, fruit-and-nut,

and poultry farms, averaging more than $100 per acre. All other

types ranged between $25 and $50 per acre.

Gross sales per acre decreased with decreasing size of farm.

For commercial farms as a group, Class I farms had sales per acre

about 4 times greater than Class VI farms. For some types of

farms, however, the differential between the larger and smaller

economic classes was much greater.

Table 39.

—

Value of All Farm Products Sold per Acre of

Total Land in Farms, by Type of Commercial Farm by

Economic Class of Farm, for the United States: 1954
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Gross Sales per Man-Equivalent

Gross farm sales per man-equivalent amounted to $5,000 for

all commercial farms in 1954 (see table 42). These ranged from

a high of more than $8,000 for poultry farms to a low of about

$3,000 on cotton and other field-crop farms. Cash-grain and
livestock farms, which had the lowest sales per acre, were among
the highest types in sales per man-equivalent.

Table 42.

—

Value of All Farm Products Sold per Man-Equiv
alent of Labor Used, by Type of Commercial Farm by

Economic Class of Farm, for the United States: 1954
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TOTAL FARM EXPENSES

Data on total farm expenses are available from a farm expendi-

ture survey taken in the spring of 1956 by the Bureau of the

Census and the Agricultural Marketing Service which has pro-

vided needed information on the production expenses of farmers.

In this survey a sample of approximately 6,600 farmers answered

detailed questions covering their farm expenses for the calendar

year 1955. For an explanation of the sample design and pro-

cedure and for an estimate of the sampling error, see volume III,

part 11.

One tabulation obtained from the survey was by type of farm

and by selected economic classes of farms. The average per farm

of the major categories of farm expenses by type of farm arc

shown in table 44. These farm expenses relate to 1955. Other

data on farm and farm-operator characteristics contained in this

report are from the 1954 Census of Agriculture and relate to 1954.

For this reason direct comparison of the two sets of data would

not be meaningful. Also, the farm expenses obtained in the

survey included expenses incurred for family living that ordinarily

would not be charged against the farm business. (See footnotes

to table 44.) In addition, the production expenses for cropper

farms obtained in the survey were included in the economic class

in which the landlord's home farm was tabulated.

Data from the survey are useful primarily in showing the relative

magnitude of categories of farm expenses for different types and

sizes of farms and the proportions these categories comprise of

total farm expenses. These relationships may also be useful in

examination of the specified expense items obtained by the 1954

Census of Agriculture. An attempt is made later in this report to

indicate the extent to which the Census specified expense items are

representative of total farm expenses for the different types and

economic classes of farms.

Table 44.

—

Cash Farm Expenditures: Average per Farm by Type of Farm by Economic Class, for the United States: 1955

Expenditure by economic class of farm

ALL CLASSES

Total expenditures
Cash wages
Machine hire and cnstomwork
Livestock and poultry purchased.
Feed for livestock and poultry

Dollars
12,.'171

4,414

Seeds, plants, and trees

Commercial fertilizer and liming materials
Petroleum product--, farm business share i.

Repair and other operating costs for motor vehicles and farm ma-
chinery'

Marketing costs -

Miscellaneous current operating oxpen-e, not included elsewhere '

Property taxes, farm business share *

Interest, farm business share »

Constiuotion mid land improvement'
Purchase of motor vehicles, farm machinery and equipment 7 ._ ..

CLASSES I AND II

Total expenditures—
("ash iiaees
Machine lure mid cnstomwork.- -

Livestock and poultry purchased
Feed for livestock and poultry

Seeds, plant", and trees-_
Commercial fertilize] and limine materials
Petroleum products, farm business share '

Kepair and oilier operating costs for motor vehicles and farm ;

chinery 3 _.

Marketing costs -

Miscellaneous current upending expense, not included elsewhere '

Property taxi's, farm business share *

Interest, farm business share >

Construction mid land improvement'
Purchase of motor vehicles, farm machinery and equipment T

1,957

2,046

CLASSICS HI THROUGH VI

Total expenditures ,

Cash wages
Machine lure and cnstomwork
Livestock and poultry purchased.
Feed for livestock and poultry

Seeds, plants, and trees-
Commercial fertilizer and limine materials
Petroleum products, farm business share '

Repair and other operating costs for mob
chinery '

Marketing costs

vehicles and farm

Miscellaneous current op.aatiug expense, not included elsewhere '

Property taxes, farm business share *

Interest, farm business share > _..
Construction mid land improvement'- _ _

Purchase of motor vehicles, farm machinery and equipment 7

1 Expenditures minus tax refunds. Includes expenditures attributable to uses other I ban farm business.
' Includes repairs, icplaccmcnl parts, accessories, registration far. and insurani n vehicles. Includes expenditures attributable to uses oilier than farm lni,.moss.

» Medicine, disinti etaiils, pesticides, electricity, telephone service, insurance, hand loots, and miscellaneous farm business expenses (management sei vices, recordkeeping, legal

fees, advertising expenses, etc.).
1 Includes some properly laves on furniture and other household goods attributable to family li

* Includes interest on debt contiacted lor family living expenses.
' Kxrludes expend) tines by landlords, excludes expenditures for construction and repair of
' Purchase cost minus value of trade-in and sales. Includes expenditures atti Unliable to uses other than farm business.

oiling except, for multi-unit t
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Cash wages.—The expenditure for hired labor amounted to

$764 for the average commercial farm in 1955 and comprised

about a tenth of the total farm expenses. Cash wages were a

much more important expense on some types of farms than others.

In general, cash-grain farms and types of farms having a major

source of income from livestock products had relatively small

expense for hired labor, amounting to 7 percent or less of the total

expenses. (See table 45.) On farms with a major source of

income from crops (except cash-grain farms) cash wages ranged

from nearly a fifth to a fourth or more of the total farm expenses.

The farm expenses have been tabulated into two economic
class groups—Classes I and II, which combine all farms with sales

of farm products valued at $10,000 or more, and Classes III, IV,

V, and VI, a combination of commercial farms that had sales of

farm products valued at less than $10,000.

Cash wages comprised a higher proportion of total expenses

on the larger economic classes of farms than on the smaller

classes— 14 percent and 7 percent, respectively, for all types taken

together. A similar relationship existed between the two size

groups for each type individually.

Table 45.

—

Cash Farm Expenditures as a Percentage of Total Farm Expenditures,

Farm, for the United States: 1955

Type of Farm, by Economic Class of
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Of the tot ill rush wages ]i:ud m r01111iMTn.1l agnciill ill f , cotton

farms accounted for slightly more than ;i fifth—a larger proportion

than any other type (see table 46). The next highest users of

hired labor were livestock farms other than dairy and poultry

which accounted for slightly less than a fifth of the cash wages

paid.

Machine hire.—The expenditure for machine hire was relatively

small for each type and size of farm. It amounted to $165 for

commercial farms as a group and accounted for only 2 percent of

the total expenses. By type of farm there was small variation.

For each type of farm, however, machine hire was a higher pro-

portion of total expenses on the smaller economic classes of farms.

Operators of the smaller farms frequently have insufficient acreage

to utilize certain items of farm machinery efficiently. This indi-

cates a tendency on the part of many to hire machine work done

on a custom basis.

Purchase of livestock and poultry.—About three-fifths of the

total expenditures for livestock and poultry purchases by com-
mercial farmers in 1955 was accounted for by livestock farms

other than dairy and poultry—an average of nearly $2,000 per

farm. On farms of this type the purchase of livestock and
poultry was the largest single expense item and it amounted to

more than a fifth of the total farm expenses. On other types of

farms the proportion of this expense to total expenses ranged

from 13 percent for poultry farms to only 1 percent for vegetable

and fruit-and-nut farms.

Among types of farms having a major source of income from

crops, the expense for purchase of livestock and poultry was largest

on cash-grain farms. This is an indication of the importance of

livestock feeding as a secondary farm enterprise for farmers who
raise and sell grains, especially feed grains.

For most types of farms there are no appreciable differences

between the larger and smaller farms in the proportion of total

farm expenses comprised by the purchase of livestock and poultry.

The exception is found among livestock farms other than dairy

and poultry. On the larger economic classes for this type 29

percent of the total farm expense was for purchase of livestock

and poultry compared with only 12 percent on the smaller economic

Many more of the larger livestock farms purchase cattle and
hogs and feed them for resale. In fact, this causes some of them
to be classified in the larger economic classes even though the net

income is no more than that of some farmers in the smaller

economic classes who raise a larger part of their livestock.

Feed for livestock and poultry.—This is the largest single

expense item for commercial farmers. Their feed bill amounted
to about $1,200 per commercial farm in 1955 and made up 17

percent of the total expenses. The heaviest users of purchased

feed were dairy, poultry, and other livestock farms. The three

types taken together accounted for four-fifths of the feed purchased

by commercial farmers.

Feed purchased was by far the most important expense for

poultry farmers, comprising 58 percent of their total expenses.

A fourth of the total expenses of dairy and general livestock

farmers and a fifth of the total expenses of other livestock farmers

went for feed.

For poultry, dairy, and other livestock farms the expenditure

for feed comprised a greater proportion of the total expenses on
the larger economic classes of farms. For other types (on which

feed was not an important expense item) the smaller economic
classes had greater proportionate expenses for feed.

Seeds, plants, and trees.—The expenditure for seed, plants,

and trees made up only 3 percent of the total farm expenses. This

ranged from less than 1 percent on poultry farms to about 6 per-

cent on vegetable farms. There was small variation between

the larger and smaller economic classes of farms in this respect.

Commercial fertilizer and liming materials.—The average com-
mercial farmer spent $385 for fertilizer and lime in 1955. This

represents less than 6 percent of the total expenses. The largest

expenditure was made by vegetable farmers who averaged $1,500

each, followed by fruit-and-nut farmers who spent $750 each.

As a proportion of total expenses, however, the largest share (11

percent) was spent on fertilizer and lime by other field-crop farmers.

Of the total commercial fertilizers and liming material pur-

chased, about a fifth each was used on cash-grain farms and live-

stock farms other than dairy and poultry. Between 10 and 15

percent each was used on cotton, other field-crop, and dairy

farms. These 5 types accounted for about four-fifths of the

fertilizers and liming material used.

Table 46.

—

Percent Distribution of Each Expenditure by Type of Farm, for the United States: 1955

Expenditure by economic class of fan
Other
field-

crop

Total expenditures
Cash w»ges...
Machine hire and customwork.
Livestock and poult; v purchased
Feed for livestock and poultry

Seeds, plants, and trees
Commercial fertiliz.-r ami limine; materials
Petroleum product-, tat m ti'riui'-s -hare _

Repair and other operating costs for motor vehicles and farm
machinery

Marketing costs __.

Miscellaneous current nperatine expense, not incl ided elsewhere-
Property taxes, farm business share
Interest, farm business share
Construction and land improvement
Purchase of motor vehicles and farm machinery and equipment
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Fuel, repairs, and other operating costs for motor vehicles and

farm machinery.—Operating costs for motor vehicles and farm

machinery amounted to more than $1,000 per commercial farm

and comprised nearly 15 percent of the total farm expenses in 1955.

This proportion ranged from 22 percent on cash-grain farms to

only 6 percent on poultry farms. Two types of farms, cash-grain

and livestock farms other than dairy and poultry accounted for more

than a third each of the total expenditure for operating costs.

For each type of farm the operating costs were a greater pro-

portion of the total expenses on the smaller economic classes of

farms than on the larger ones. The data are influenced by the

inclusion of fuel and upkeep for the family automobile, an item

found on most farms in 1955. Operating costs for automobiles

would tend to be greater, relative to other machinery expenses for

the smaller farms than for the larger ones. However, the data

are probably indicative of the problems encountered by many
operators of small farms in utilizing machinery efficiently. In

general, they have lagged behind the operators of larger farms in

their use of machinery. But even at their present levels of mech-

anization the smaller farms spent more proportionately for

operation of machinery than the larger ones.

Marketing costs.—These amounted to only 5 percent of the

total farm expenses for commercial farms as a group. Marketing

costs were a more important expense item for vegetable farms and
fruit-and-nut farms than other types. These costs comprised

18 percent and 15 percent, respectively, of the total farm ex-

penses. Cotton farmers also had relatively high marketing costs

amounting to 8 percent of all expenditures.

Miscellaneous farm operating expenses.—These include a num-
ber of expense items not included elsewhere. The major items

are expenses for medicine and disinfectants, pesticides, electricity,

telephone service, insurance, hand tools, and miscellaneous farm

business expenses (management services, recordkeeping, legal fees,

advertising expenses, etc.).

These expenses comprised 7 percent of the total cash farm ex-

penses in 1955 for commercial farms as a group. They were a

fairly constant proportion of the total expenses for most types

ranging from a high of 11 percent on fruit-and-nut farms to a low

of 4 percent on vegetable farms.

Property taxes and interest.—About 6 percent of the total cash

expenses of commercial farmers were for these expenses. There

was small variation between the types and economic classes of

farms in this respect.

Capital expenditures.—The total expenditures for 1955 included

two items of capital expenditure: (1) Payment for construction

and land improvement and (2) purchase of motor vehicles and

farm machinery. These items are not generally included in

current farm operating expenses. Their costs are more properly

spread over a period of years.

The capital expenditure items are included here with the total

cash expenses, largely as a matter of convenience. However, the

purchase of capital equipment is largely for replacement of exist-

ing equipment. It is probable that the total cash outlay for

capital equipment by farmers in any one year approximates the

cost that might be attributed to depreciation of all capital equip-

ment on farms for the 1-year period. It is an overstatement

of depreciation to the extent that these purchases represent an

increase in the total investment of farmers.

The cost for construction and land improvements made up
about 5 percent of the total cash expenses of commercial farmers.

This was a fairly constant proportion of the total expenses for

each type of farm. The proportion of total expenses that were
for construction and land improvement was slightly greater on
the smaller than on the larger economic classes for most types

of farms.

The purchase of motor vehicles and farm machinery was one of

the largest cash expenses of commercial farmers in 1955, com-
prising 13 percent of the total cash expenses. This expense varied

considerably by type of farm. It amounted to a fifth of the total

expenses of cash-grain farmers and was the largest single expense.

Each type of farm reported 10 percent or more of the total cash

expenses for purchase of motor vehicles and farm machinery
except vegetable farms and poultry farms.

The proportion of total expenses that went for purchase of

motor vehicles and farm machinery was much greater on the

smaller economic classes of farms than on the larger ones—half

again to twice as much for most types of farms.

Total Motor Vehicle and Machinery Expenses

When the costs for purchase of motor vehicles and farm ma-
chinery are added to the expenses for fuel, repairs, and other

operating costs, it is apparent that these comprised the major
cash expenditure of commercial farmers in 1955. The expenses

for purchase and operation of motor vehicles and farm ma-
chinery are shown as a proportion of the total cash expenses in

table 47. These costs made up 28 percent of the total cash ex-

penses of commercial farmers. They comprised from a fourth

to two-fifths of the total on all except vegetable, fruit-and-nut,

and poultry farms.

Table 47-

—

Expenses for Purchase and Operation of Motor
Vehicles, Farm Machinery, and Equipment ' as a Per'

centage of total farm expenditure, by type and eco'

nomic Class of Commercial Farm, for the United States:

1955
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Census Specified Expenses

The 1954 Census of Agriculture obtained data on the following

farm expenditure items: Hired labor, machine hire, feed for

livestock and poultry, gasoline and other petroleum fuel and oil,

and commercial fertilizers and liming material. The individual

expense items obtained by the Census for type by economic class

of farm are not shown separately in this chapter but appear in

volume III, part 8, of the Census of Agriculture.

The average per farm of the total specified expenses and the

proportion they comprise of the total value of farm products sold

are shown for each type of farm by economic class in table 48.

By type of farm the average expenditure ranged from about

$1,300 for other field-crop farms to over $7,000 for vegetable and

poultry farms. The specified farm expenses amounted to 37

percent of the value of farm products sold for commercial farms

as a group, but this varied considerably by type of farm—from

a fourth on cash-grain farms to nearly three-fourths on poultry

farms. Also, the specified expenses were higher, relative to sales,

on the smaller economic classes of farms for most types. This is

influenced by the higher proportion of the farm products pro-

duced on these farms that are consumed in the home rather than

sold.

Table 48.

—

Specified Farm Expenses, Average per Farm and
as a Percentage of the Total Value of Farm Products
Sold, by Type of Farm by Economic Class, for the
United States: 1954

Specified expenses per farm: '

All commercial farms dolla
Cash-grain do.
Cotton... do.
Other field-crop do.
Vegetable do.

Fruit-and-nut do.
Dairy. do
Poultry... do.
Livestock other than dairy a

poultry dolla

General:
Primarily crop do.
Primarily livestock do.
Crop and livestock do.

Miscellaneous do.

Specified expenses as a percent of
the value of farm products sold

:

All commercial farms percent-.
Cash-grain... do
Cotton _ do
Other field-crop do
Vegetable do

Fruit-and-nut do
Dairy do
Poultry ...do
Livestock other than dairy and
poultry percent..

General:
Primarily crop _

Primarily livestock.
Crop and livestock..

Miscellaneous

Ki-oni.mic class nf 1 u in

.'1,'JnH

l!i. 4' hi

II,. m,.-,

'-'.-,,1,74

II III IV

1 Includes the following expenses: Cash wages, machine hire, feed for livestock and
poultry, fuel and other petroleum products, and commercial fertilizer and liming

materials.

Relation of Census Specified Expenses to Total Farm Expenses

The 1954 Census of Agriculture obtained specified farm ex-

penses for the year 1954. Data from the Farm Expenditure

Survey relate to 1955. Because of the different years involved

the two series of data may not be compared directly. However,
in the light of data from the Farm Expenditure Survey it is

possible to make a meaningful evaluation of the Census specified

expenses to appraise how representative they are of total ex-

penses. For this purpose, the categories of expenses from the

Farm Expenditure Survey which correspond to the Census speci-

fied items have been computed as a proportion of total current

cash expenses (exclusive of capital expenditures). These per-

centages for types of farms by specified economic classes are

shown in table 49.

On the basis of relationships from the Farm Expenditure Sur-

vey, the farm expenses obtained by the 1954 Census of Agriculture

comprised slightly more than half of the total cash farm expenses

of commercial farmers. The Census specified expenses accounted
for a high of approximately three-fourths of the total expenses

for poultry farmers and nearly three-fifths for those of cotton,

other field-crop, dairy, and general livestock farmers. In con-

trast, these expenses amounted to less than half of the total

expenses of cash-grain and other livestock producers.

There was little difference in tins respect between the two size

groups for most types of farms. Notable exceptions are dairy

farms and other livestock farms. Among dairy farms the Census
specified expenses accounted for a greater proportion of total ex-

penses for the larger economic classes. This was due partly to the

higher expenditure for feed reported by the larger farms. For
other livestock farms the Census specified expenses comprised a

greater proportion of total expenses on the smaller economic
classes. This was partly because the Census specified expenses

did not include the expense for purchase of livestock and poultry.

As mentioned previously, this was a much more important ex-

pense on the larger than on the smaller economic classes of farms.

Table 49.

—

Specified Group of Farm Expense Items as a
Percentage of the Total Cash Farm Expenses, by Type
of Farm by Economic Class, for the United States: 1955 '
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Estimated Value Added

It is not possible with existing data to make precise determina-

tions of productivity and returns for types and economic classes

of commercial farms. There are several important limitations.

Foremost of these is that the specified farm expenses obtained in

the Census of 1954 are not equally representative of total expenses

for different types and economic classes of farms. An additional

limitation is that data on farm sales obtained by the Census are

not complete, largely because of omissions by farmers in the

reporting of sales of livestock and livestock products. Still

another limitation relates to the fact that the classifications of

farms by type and by economic class are based on the value of

farm products sold in the particular year 1954. Thus, a farm's

type or economic class is affected by any abnormalities in yields

or sales from inventories as well as the relative price relationships

between commodities in 1954.

Notwithstanding these limitations, an attempt has been made
here to estimate differences between types and economic classes

of farms in the value of farm products sold minus the cost of the

material and contract services used in producing the products.

This is an approximation of the value added by agriculture and

will be referred to hereafter as value added.

The estimate of value added was made in order to provide

additional insight into the structural differences in farming.

Technological changes in farming have brought about a sub-

stantial increase in farm production but this has been accompanied

by larger cash costs in farming. Farmers now purchase many
materials for use in further production that they formerly pro-

duced for themselves. The value of products sold is not a satis-

factory measure of the relative productivity of a given type or

size of farm because only a part of this value is actually created

within the farm. Value added, as used here, attempts to correct

for the widely different input-output relationships that exist in

respect to types and sizes of farms. It is thought that the esti-

mate of value added may be useful for a broad appraisal of pro-

ductivity differentials within the various segments of commercial

agriculture.

In developing the estimate of value added, the Census specified

expenses (excluding cash wages) were expanded to reflect several

additional expense items. The expansion was made on the basis

of data from the Farm Expenditure Survey, discussed previously.

The adjusted expenses for each type and economic class of farm

were then subtracted from the total value of farm products sold.

The Census expense items—machine hire, feed for livestock

and poultry, gasoline and other petroleum fuel and oil, and com-

mercial fertilizer and liming materials—were expanded to include

expenditures for the following items: Livestock and poultry,

seeds, plants and trees, and repairs and other operating costs for

motor vehicles and farm machinery. The factor used in expanding

the Census expense items was the percentage the former 4 items

comprised of the larger category of 7 items as determined by data

from the Farm Expenditure Survey. These percentages for each

type of commercial farm are as follows:

Type of farm
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Among farms in each economic class there is much greater

variation between types in the value added than in the total value

of farm products sold. Value added, as a proportion of total

sales, varies considerably between types of farms for each economic

class (see table 51). It is highest on fruit-and-nut farms for each

economic class of farm. In general, value added was a higher

proportion of the gross sales for farms with a major source of

income from sales of field crops and vegetables than for livestock

types. It comprised the lowest proportion of gross sales on poul-

try farms.

Value added was a greater proportion of farm sales on the larger

than on the smaller economic classes of farms for each type.

This is influenced to a large extent by the measure of value added

being based upon farm products sold rather than the total value

of products produced. On the smaller economic classes of far ms

a substantial part of the production is consumed on the farm.

Table 51.

—

Estimated Value Added as a Percent of th

Total Value of Farm Products Sold, by Type of Farm by

Economic Class: 1954

Type of farm
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Home Facilities

The measures of value added, discussed previously, are useful

primarily in showing efficiency differentials in agriculture. They

are not measures of farm income. However, due to the small

volume of sales (and lesser amounts of value added) on the smaller

economic classes of farms, it is probable that incomes from farming

are fairly low.

An indirect measure of income is found in the levels of living of

farm-operator families as indicated by home facilities. The data

and discussion which follow relate some of these to types and

economic classes of farms.

Electricity.—Most of rural America had electricity in the homes

in 1954—nearly 94 percent of all commercial farms. (See table

54.) More than 90 percent of each type of farm except cotton

reported electricity. Among farms of each type the proportion

reporting electricity decreased with decreasing size of farm (meas-

ured by gross sales of farm products). Even on Class VI farms,

however, more than four-fifths of each type reported electricity,

except cotton farms, of which about three-fourths had electricity

in the homes.

Table 54.

—

Percent of Farms Reporting Electricity by

Type of Farm by Economic Class, for the United States:

1954

Type of farm














